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Home and away
We are officially entering the second semester of 2011 and many of us will
be starting to wonder what became of those New Year’s resolutions.
For me, 2011 started full of ideas of how the year would pan out.
The reality, though divergent from my plans, has been welcome and I am
hopeful it will continue to improve.
Volcanic ash activity has returned to plague international airspace,
although I am pleased to note that holidaymakers can now insure their
trips against the risk of cancellation due to numerous insurers’ product
innovations.
This month, Jane Curtis officially takes on the presidency of the Institute
and Faculty of Actuaries. This edition carries Jane’s first presidential column
and we look forward to sharing an interview with Jane in the near future.
Our topics for this edition are general insurance and pensions.
Our interview of the month is with Andy Reid of Deutsche Bank, who
elaborates on the unfolding of the longevity hedging market.
Alongside this edition, we have our annual Working
Overseas supplement in which you will find anecdotes
from our members working abroad along with tips
on how to execute a successful relocation.
Last month, I indicated that I would be
stepping down as editor at the end of the year.
SIAS is still seeking applications for the editorial
vacancy and the deadline for registering interest
in the role is 29 July. Even if you would just like
to hear a bit more about the role, I am happy to
have an informal chat or answer your questions.
Email editor@the-actuary.org.uk
We are also on the search for a new puzzles
editor to take over from Tom Bratcher. If
you share Tom’s natural ability to fabricate
riddles, please get in touch by emailing
puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk
Finally, best wishes to features editor
Tracey Brown from all the editorial
team on her forthcoming marriage
this month.

Marjorie Ngwenya
Editor
editor@the-actuary.org.uk
■
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“

We were able to implement Mo.net within our
administration and pricing teams to give us
information quickly and efficiently yet within
a secure and controlled environment.
- AEGON UK -

“

”

We chose Mo.net because it gave us exceptional
power, versatility and speed in an easy to use
package that was straightforward to implement
and provided excellent value for money.
- Ageas Protect -

“

”

We have found Mo.net to be powerful and
flexible, enabling us to model the complexities of
a full ‘Solvency 11’- type calculation, which is
undoubtedly a difficult modelling challenge.
- Just Retirement -

”

Seeing is believing!
Mo.net’s advanced technological platform enables users to develop the full range of stochastic
asset and liability models required for Solvency II. Contact us to discover why a growing
number of firms use Mo.net to replace or supplement their existing modelling systems.

For more information
Darren Richards | +44 (0)20 7278 9500 | darren.richards@oacplc.com | www.oac-mo.net
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Letters

Your view

Letters to the editor
In which actuaries discuss bubbles, banks and birthdays

Why the Samoans should end
White Christmas

achieve the Samoans’ aim would be for
every other country in the world to turn
I was interested to read that the people of
their clocks back by 24 hours. That way,
Samoa are considering turning their
no-one would miss their birthday —
clocks forward by 24 hours to put them onto in fact, around 18 million people would
the same trading day as Australia and
get a double celebration. If we did this at
New Zealand (The Economist, 14 May 2011).
midnight on a Saturday we’d also all get
I used this story to explain time zones and
an extra day off work but with no loss to
the international dateline to my daughter — annual GDP as the year would have an extra
we know how to party at my house. She got
day in it. In fact, as this is so obviously a
the concept immediately but was distraught
good idea (you heard it here first),
as she grasped that one in every 365 Samoans we should do this at least once a month.
would then miss their birthday for a year.
This would have the added benefit of
Surely the more sensible option to
mitigating the problem of an ageing

Letter of the month
“Chance is the negation of cause” — response to I. Thomas,
June 2011
I agree wholeheartedly with Ian Thomas that, when constructing financial models,
we should not only endeavour to avoid being ‘fooled by randomness’, but also
that we should be aware of our biases. Two classic works of around a quarter of a
millennium ago address these two critical and connected issues head on.
David Hume, in his 1739 masterpiece A Treatise of Human Nature, discusses in
great detail how the human mind attributes randomness — often wrongly — to
events where no causal mechanism is immediately obvious, and concludes that
“chance is the negation of cause”. The crucial rational behaviour assumption of
modern finance theory in general, and of game theory in particular, is that no
significant biases exist in how we extrapolate our experience of the past into
estimates of the future. But Adam Smith concludes in his 1776 Wealth of Nations
that “the chance of gain is by most men overvalued, and the chance of loss is by
most men undervalued”. These fatal flaws of human financial behaviour seriously
damaged the wealth of none other than Isaac Newton. After losing a fortune in the
1720 South Sea Bubble fiasco, he ruefully observed that “I can predict the motion of
heavenly bodies, but not the madness of people”.
Strikingly similar financial madness is readily apparent throughout history from
the ill-fated Darien Scheme of the late 1690s, through the mindless euphoria on
Wall Street in the late 1920s, to the wealth-destroying dotcom bubble of the
late 1990s and the recent banking-driven economic disaster. These periodic and
frighteningly massive violations of the absurd bias-free assumption of rational
behaviour suggest that it is crass stupidity to rely — as is the case, for instance,
with the Black-Scholes option pricing formula — on independent and identically
distributed normal distributions, which imply that no common causality exists in
successive bouts of financial madness.
By all means read Nassim Taleb, but do not ignore the timeless wisdom of
David Hume and Adam Smith, and do not ignore the voluminous history of strikingly
similar bouts of financial madness.
Robert Clarkson
6 June 2011

The writer of the letter of the month receives a £25 Amazon voucher
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population and increasing life expectancy.
The only downside would be that by the
year 2026 Christmas would be in the middle
of summer in the UK and we’d have to
re-design all those cute Christmas cards with
robins on them (at least until 2041 when
we’d be back to where we started).

Michael J Harrison (with input from
Gemma Hope Harrison — aged 9 years,
7 months)
19 May 2011

Neoclassicists vs Austrian school
— response to A. Sibley, June 2011
Mr Sibley’s article is an excellent exposition
of the comics that are being held out by freemarket-frenzy economists. Markets take their
raison d’être only if it adds maximum good to
the maximum number and not the reverse.
I was looking forward to what could be
the best solution and the author seems to
suggest that government and regulations will
always have a role to play to ensure a smooth
growing and peace-loving populous. I agree.
Coming to central banks, somehow
I feel that the power to create purchasing
power lies at the root of the problems that
do crop up to the discomfort of mankind.
This power, I believe, should largely remain
with government and the central banks and
should not be allowed to be usurped by one
or other sophistications. Sadly, I have as yet
no solution but I await it eagerly to emerge.

S Chidambaram
26 May 2011

YOUR LETTERS
More letters are available online at
www.TheActuary.com/category/
comment/letters
The editorial team welcomes readers’
letters but reserves the right to edit
them for publication. Please email
actuaryletters@incisivemedia.com.
The deadline for receiving letters for the
August issue is 15 July 2011.
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President’s comment

Jane Curtis

Jane Curtis anticipates exciting times ahead for the Profession and its
members on the world stage

Building on strong foundations
My first column as your new president
comes at an exciting time as we unveil a
new strategy for the Institute and Faculty.
It has been developed following a great
deal of work behind the scenes by
Council members and an extensive
consultation exercise.
As my new year begins, I need to
say a few words about my immediate
predecessor, Ronnie Bowie, who will
certainly be a hard act to follow.
His contributions to the strategic review,
the promotion of the CERA qualification
and the raising of our game in the public
affairs arena are just a few examples of
where he has made a real mark. His energy,
commitment and enthusiasm to create a
profession of which we can all be proud
has never wavered, and we owe him a
tremendous vote of thanks for all that
he has done. In his role as past president
he will be continue to work tirelessly to
promote the Profession in the field of risk
and to continue his work in public affairs.
We also owe our thanks to Nigel Masters,
our outgoing immediate past president.
Ronnie and Nigel’s commitment to the
Actuarial Profession, their dedication to
the merger project and to building a new,
modern profession that is better attuned
to the needs of our growing and diverse
membership has been nothing short of
remarkable. Nigel will continue to represent
the Profession overseas.
The challenge for this year is to build
on the strong foundations that have been
laid. Of course, the new strategy that we are
setting out for the Institute and Faculty is
central to this. We have had a tremendous
response to our consultation exercise
and I would like to thank everyone who
participated, either through the focus groups
we held in Bristol, Edinburgh, Hong Kong,
London and Manchester, or by being one of
the 1,211 people who took the time to take
part in our survey. This level of participation

www.TheActuary.com

is important for two reasons. First, it gives
me confidence that by incorporating such a
broad base of feedback, we can be confident
that our strategy is on the right track.
Second, it demonstrates an encouraging
level of genuine interest and commitment to
supporting the way forward for the Institute
and Faculty among our membership —
something I want us to harness more
effectively in the future.
The new strategy reflects Council’s
belief that it is now the right time for the
Institute and Faculty to adopt a broad,
external-facing and confident role.
Everyone can read
the full strategy
document on
the Institute and
Faculty’s website at
www.actuaries.org.uk,
but the major new
elements are:
n A new
qualification
structure that is integrated with regulatory
oversight to create an holistic approach for
members and their employers that will be
effective on a global basis
n A step change in our member support to
meet the evolving needs of a membership
body that is increasingly diverse by
geography and area of work
n An international strategy of ‘proactive
engagement’ where we provide a more
comprehensive overseas offering to members
while continuing to play a prominent role
in international organisations
n A greater presence in public affairs,
speaking out on issues where the Institute
and Faculty can contribute, raising public
awareness of the work of actuaries and the
value we add to society while working with
government and others who shape policy
n A reinvigoration of learned society and
thought leadership activities which are the
life blood of our long-term sustainability.

As we say in the document, these
elements are designed to shift our strategy
from positioning the Institute and Faculty
as a UK body, in which non-UK members
participate on UK terms, to one where our
outlook is global with activities that are
fit for purpose for our members wherever
they live and work. We believe that this will
maximise the success of the Institute and
Faculty, will benefit all our members and the
actuarial profession globally.
There is still much to be done but the
new vision for the Institute and Faculty that
we have settled on is:
“We will serve the
public interest by
ensuring that where
there is uncertainty
of future financial
outcomes, actuaries are
trusted and sought after
for their valued analysis
and authority.”
I like this because
it’s outward looking, it gives a sense of what
success would look like and it also sets out
a long-term ambition of where we want to
get to that is both very challenging but also,
with a lot of collective effort, achievable.
Now that the strategy is in place,
we need to get on with implementing it.
There are still a number of questions we
need to answer in some areas — and we
will be consulting the membership again
on various aspects — but we now have a
robust sense of direction that will inform all
our activities.
I am confident that, through the efforts
of Council, volunteers and the executive
staff, we can make real strides towards
making our new ambitious vision a
reality. If we harness all our talents and
work effectively together we have a real
opportunity to make a difference. This is a
theme I will be returning to in my column
over the coming months.

» Through the efforts

of Council, volunteers and
the executive staff, we can
make real strides towards
making our new ambitious
vision a reality

«
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Soapbox

Niki Cleal

Niki Cleal argues that removing the requirement to annuitise will
allow more flexibility, but may also bring risks for some

Restriction risks
Until relatively recently, savers in
money-purchase pension schemes were
effectively required by government
regulations to purchase an annuity
with their pension fund by the time
they reached age 75. Since April 2011
the government has lifted this effective
requirement to annuitise. This article
explores the possible impact of this
policy change and estimates the
number of people who might be able to
take advantage of the government’s
new flexibilities.
From April 2011 individuals with a
money-purchase pension will still be
able to purchase an annuity at any point
from age 55, however, they will not be
required to purchase an annuity. The new
regulations will also allow people to:
n Invest some or all of their pension
savings in an income drawdown
arrangement with no age restriction,
with a withdrawal cap of 100% of what
they would have received from an
equivalent annuity, ‘capped drawdown’.
n Withdraw unlimited amounts from
their pension savings, provided that they
can demonstrate that they can meet
the government’s minimum income
requirement (MIR) by showing that they
have a secure income, guaranteed for life
of at least £20,000 per year (in 2011),
‘flexible drawdown’.
The new regulations will give people
more flexibility to potentially grow their
pension savings during retirement and
to aim to preserve some of their fund to
leave as inheritance. For people with large
savings and a high appetite for risk, the
changes will be very welcome and could
be beneficial. However, individuals
deciding to use the new methods may
also be exposed to more risks to their
retirement income. This is because the
level of risk that an individual faces when
accessing their pension savings is related

8
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to the method they use to unlock their
savings. For example, income drawdown
provides individuals with more scope
to try to grow their pension fund, but
it also exposes them to the risks of poor
investment returns (investment risk) and
to the risk of depleting their funds before
death (longevity risk).
There is no regulatory restriction on
the size of the pension pot a person needs
to enter income drawdown, however,
many independent financial advisors
recommend people need a pension pot
of a minimum of between £100,000 and
£250,000 as well as other income and
assets in order to ensure people can bear
the investment
risk and longevity
risk associated
with drawdown.
If it is assumed,
for illustrative
purposes, that
people with pots
of £100,000 or
more might be in a position to purchase
an income drawdown product, then, based
on existing market data and analysis,
Pensions Policy Institute (PPI) estimates
suggest that around 600,000 to 700,000
people — around 5% of all those aged
between 55 and 75 in 2010 — could
potentially make use of capped
drawdown because they are either already
in income drawdown or have enough
defined contribution (DC) pension savings
to enter capped drawdown.
In addition, the PPI estimates that
around 200,000 people — around 2% of
people between age 55 and 75 in 2010 —
could have sufficient pension income and
DC pension savings to meet the MIR and
be able to withdraw some savings through
flexible drawdown.
Taken together, these findings suggest
that, even after this policy change, for

the vast majority of people, annuitising
is likely to remain the safest and most
appropriate option for accessing private
DC pension savings. In 2010 the vast
majority of people aged between 55 and
75 would not have had a large enough
private pension pot to be able to bear the
investment and longevity risks associated
with capped drawdown and would not
have been able to meet the MIR.
More people might be able to use
capped or flexible drawdown in future.
Part of the reason why such low numbers
of people between the ages of 55 and 75
in 2010 might be able to access capped or
flexible drawdown is the historically low
levels of DC saving.
However, the decline in
defined benefit pension
provision has led to an
increase in people saving
in DC schemes, which is
likely to increase when
auto-enrolment into
pension savings begins
in 2012. It is probable that over the
next few decades, the number of people
reaching retirement with DC savings will
increase and that, in the future, more
people will have an opportunity to access
capped or flexible drawdown. However,
the government will need to ensure that
these individuals have access to appropriate
advice and information to ensure that they
understand both the potential upsides but
also the inherent risks in such an approach.

» The level of risk that

an individual faces when
accessing their pension
savings is related to
the method they use to
unlock their savings

«

The PPI is an educational research charity with a
charitable objective to inform the policy debate on
pension and retirement income provision. This article
is based on research conducted as part of the PPI’s
retirement income and assets series. The full report
can be downloaded from the PPI’s website
www.pensionspolicyinstitute.org.uk
Niki Cleal is director of the Pensions Policy Institute
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Profession issues Exposure Draft 26 of APS G3
Members’ feedback is equal to 30 minutes of CPD time
On 3 June, the Profession issued
Exposure Draft 26 of APS G3:
General insurance work outside the
geographic scope of the TASs (ED 26)
for consultation.
n ED 26 can be accessed at
http://tinyurl.com/5vgz2pd
n The accompanying communication to
members can be found at
http://tinyurl.com/62nykfr
Comments are invited on all aspects of

ED 26, including both the substance and
the detailed wording. The deadline for
comments is 3 August although,
given the tight implementation
timescale, the Profession has requested
that responses are submitted as soon as
possible through Survey Monkey at
www.surveymonkey.com/s/actuaries_APS_G3
If preferred, responses can be sent via
email to consultations@actuaries.org.uk.
The Survey Monkey questions concerning

ED 26 can also be found in PDF form at
http://tinyurl.com/674l79o
Members can claim up to 30 minutes
of private study CPD time for reading
the communication on ED 26 and
completing the relevant questionnaire
provided that the topic is relevant and/or
developmental. Members must remember
to record their learning outcome within
their online CPD record.
The Actuarial Profession will be holding
an open public consultation meeting
for ED 26 at Staple Inn, High Holborn,
London, WC1V 7QJ on 26 July at 17.00.
Refreshments will be served from 16.30.

Successful actuaries get ‘touchy feely’ Progress on
Actuaries have to get into the “touchy
feely stuff” in order to get the people
skills needed to match their mathematical
and analytical knowhow, according
to Adrian Jones, an actuary with
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
When student members of the Actuarial
Profession are studying to qualify as
actuaries, alongside rigorous examinations
in technical and mathematical subjects,
they also study core communication skills,
enabling them to communicate often highly
complex materials to clients and colleagues.
Yet Jones, speaking at the Actuarial
Profession’s recent Pensions conference
in Southport, argues that successful

actuaries have a better understanding of
the human mind and of human behaviour
and psychology. He said: “Actuaries love
getting to grips with complex models with
multiple variables and uncertain outcomes.
But, nothing is more complicated than
the human mind. The study of human
behaviour is full of models and theories that
attempt to explain how we work, learn and
live and it’s time for actuaries to get familiar
with them.
“No matter how comprehensive or
rigorous our models are, our ability
to communicate them successfully is
paramount. From Myers-Briggs to Honey and
Mumford, there are a variety of models and
theories about how we can understand how
people work, learn and adapt.
“Human behaviour is complex, of
course, and cannot simply be explained
by a model alone. But, neither can a
financial market. Understanding human
behaviour is not something we should leave
to the psychologists, the complexity and
analysis involved is right up our street, and
understanding it can help us bring value to
the people we serve.”

Revised calculator policy for September exams
Using an incorrect calculator will result in a
zero mark from the September 2011 exams.
With effect from the exams in September,
any student not using one of the approved
calculators will receive a zero mark for their
exam script. The invigilators will make
an announcement at the start of each
exam about calculators and, at this time,
candidates will be given the opportunity to
hand in any non-approved calculators.
The list of calculators approved for use in
the September 2011 exams onwards, and for
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the practical exams from 1 October 2011, has
been revised by the Education Committee.
The HP calculators have been removed from
the approved list.
The following list of calculators shows
those acceptable for use in the exams:
n Casio FX82 (with or without any suffix)
n Casio FX83 (with or without any suffix)
n Casio FX85 (with or without any suffix)
n Sharp EL531 (with or without any suffix)
n Texas Instruments BA II Plus (with or
without any suffix)

Council election
The deadline for receipt of valid
nomination forms to stand for election to
Council was 16.00 on Monday 23 May.
There were six vacancies to be filled for
the General Constituency and six candidates
submitted nomination forms to stand for
election. Therefore, no election was needed
and the six candidates — Charles Cowling,
David Gulland, Marjorie Ngwenya,
Nick Salter, Simon Sheaf, Mark Stocker —
took office as Council members at the close
of the Annual General Meeting on
Monday 27 June.
The six new Council members have
agreed that their biographical details can
be made available to members. These are
available on the Profession’s website at
www.actuaries.org.uk
An election took place for the
Scottish Constituency as four candidates
submitted nomination forms for the three
vacancies. Those four candidates were
Huw Evans, Martin Potter, Alan Watson,
Gordon Wood.
The result of this election can also be
found at www.actuaries.org.uk

n Texas Instruments TI-30 (with or without
any suffix)
Approved calculators can be bought from
the Actuarial Profession’s eShop at
http://tinyurl.com/5shytwu

www.TheActuary.com

Actuaries and the Law seminar 2011 New prizes launched
8 September, Staple Inn Hall, London
2011 is proving to be a year of major change
for the pensions industry. This seminar
gives insights and updates on vital legal
developments and also includes a keynote
talk from Stephen Soper, interim executive
director for defined benefit funding at
the Pensions Regulator (tPR) and a
perspective on the challenges ahead from
Paul Couchman of Premier Pensions.
The event will provide an excellent chance
to keep up to date and explore new options.
Of relevance for all actuaries in the pensions

Open forum: calibrating
and communicating
dependence
18 July, Staple Inn Hall, London.
13.00 (registration and coffee) for
13.30-15.00
Financial model builders are inevitably
faced with difficult questions about how
different risks depend on each other.
Complex mathematical models give

industry, the talk will be of particular interest
to those wishing to update employers and
schemes on tPR’s thinking and a chance to
hear the latest details on issues including
special purpose
vehicles, PPF
entry and
discrimination.
For further
information,
please visit
http://tinyurl.com/
68r5lj8

little clue as to how the parameters are
best estimated or model predictions
validated. Even once parameters have
been estimated, it is not clear how this
information should be communicated to
stakeholders.
This open forum will be of interest
to actuaries working on risk modelling,
aggregation and calibration.
For further information, visit
http://tinyurl.com/6fvu9cn

Approval has been given for the following
prizes, funded from the Faculty of Actuaries
Charitable Trust:
n New best student prize for ST9 (ERM).
This would be open to all students not
just those in the Scottish constituency.
The Scottish Board is particularly interested
in promoting ERM and developing strong
links for the Profession in this field with
business, academia, government and other
professional bodies.
n New prize for best Our Changing Future
(OCF) meeting paper. The rationale for this
prize is to encourage speakers at younger
members’ events to assist in encouraging a
community of younger members in Scotland.
n Continuation of the Sloan Prize for
participation at professional meetings
in Scotland
n Continuation of the Faculty Prize
for the best
postgraduate
actuarial
student at
Heriot-Watt
University.

New name. Powerful pedigree.
In 2010 Algorithmics, the world’s leading provider of enterprise risk solutions, acquired VIPitech – now renamed
Algo Financial Modeler. Algorithmics’ two decades of experience with some of the world’s largest financial firms,
and our award-winning pedigree for best risk technology solutions, stand behind Algo Financial Modeler. Our
commitment is to ensure it retains its position as the most advanced, flexible and robust software available for
insurers to help address their actuarial and financial modeling challenges, now and in the future.

Proven Risk Management Solutions

algorithmics.com

© 2011 Algorithmics Software LLC. All rights reserved.
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Forthcoming events
Emerging trends in mortality and
longevity symposium 2011
13-14 September, Warwick Conferences,
The University of Warwick, Coventry
This mortality and longevity symposium
will provide an update on the
latest thinking across the associated
disciplines, a multi-disciplinary forum
for the exchange of research
information, and an opportunity to
learn from a range of other disciplines,
all with an interest in better
understanding and managing this
complex yet critical subject.
This symposium will be of interest to
all actuaries who are concerned with
pricing or reserving for mortality and
longevity, underwriters, demographers,
epidemiologists, policymakers,
gerontologists and other medical
researchers. It will also appeal to
those with an interest in better
understanding the determinants of
mortality and longevity, projecting
their future course and managing
the uncertainties. By hosting the
conference adjacent to the
Society of Social Medicine’s Annual
Scientific Meeting in 2011, it is hoped
to attract further participation from
the medical, epidemiology and
demography academic communities
as well as the Actuarial Profession’s
core membership.
For further information, visit
http://tinyurl.com/632l24k
Pensions, benefits and social security
colloquium 2011
25-27 September, Royal College of
Physicians of Edinburgh
The UK Actuarial Profession and the
pensions, benefits and social security
(PBSS) section of the International
Actuarial Association (IAA) are hosting
the first PBSS colloquium in the UK.
This event will provide a forum for the
exchange of information on the latest
international pensions, social security
and ageing population issues, with a
focus on how to make both public and
private sector provision for retirement
income safe and sustainable. It will
provide excellent CPD and networking
opportunities. The conference is open
to all actuaries and other professionals
interested in this sector.
For further information, visit
http://tinyurl.com/5retqol
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Profession to conduct research
on funding for long-term care
The Profession is undertaking a thought
leadership research project on funding for
long-term care. Applications are invited
for the first phase. For further information,
please visit http://tinyurl.com/6x4ghul or
contact ruth.loseby@actuaries.org.uk. The
closing date is 8 July.
Many of the financial drivers for the
successful delivery of care in the future
are related to the core actuarial skills
in managing long-term risks and the
Profession wishes to be in position to play
its part in the public interest by working
with other bodies and disciplines to
develop those long-term solutions.
To that end, the Profession has

identified two initial work streams it
wishes to pursue:
n Phase 1: an in-depth review of the
international literature in the area of
long-term care and the various means of
funding it and then producing an analysis
of any gaps in topics relating to long-term
care in the published or publicly available
material. This will be presented at an event
to discuss the findings and gain wider
input.
n Phase 2: once phase 1 is completed, the
Profession will review the data available
with the possibility of developing new
data capturing analyses. This may lead to a
separate call for research later in 2011.

Call for research on the effects of
‘limits to growth’ on financial markets
The Actuarial Profession is inviting
research proposals on the topic of the
effects of limits to growth on financial
markets and consequential impacts on
actuarial advice.
In 1972, Limits to Growth was first
published. It was produced by a group of
academics at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, who were sponsored by
a think tank called the Club of Rome.
It sold tens of millions of copies and was
one of the bestselling books ever published
about the environment. The authors
were systems scientists — they used their
expertise to create a computer model of
the world, modelling variables such as
population growth, industrial production,
resource depletion and pollution.
Subsequently, the authors updated their
research in 2004.
There is a growing global awareness that
the Earth’s resources are finite — resource
depletion (such as peak oil), water scarcity,
food shortages and so on is an increasing
challenge to economic growth and
geopolitical stability. At the same time,
there are increasing concerns about the
effect of human-induced climate change
over both the short- and long-term
time horizon.
Actuaries understand that physical
growth cannot continue indefinitely.
The mathematics of exponential growth,
as illustrated by compound interest,

tells us this. What happens if that
economic growth does not continue
for the reasons outlined above either
regionally or globally?
We envisage the research to be in two
broad parts:
Part 1 — Investigation of “limits to growth”
The investigation of the “limits to growth”
idea covering:
n Energy availability
n Energy security
n Climate change
n Population changes
n Environmental degradation,
water scarcity, food prices
n Resource depletion.
Part 2 — What would happen to
financial markets if economics was a
‘zero-sum game’?
The second section of the research is to
focus on the actuarial implications of the
slowdown or cessation of, and regional
variations in, global economic growth.
A document has been produced that
sets out the broad requirements for the
research that the Actuarial Profession
wishes to sponsor. Applications are invited
by 12 August. For more information
about how to apply please see
http://tinyurl.com/6x4ghul or contact
ruth.loseby@actuaries.org.uk

www.TheActuary.com

CPD determination reports now online
Due to the consistent nature of CPD
cases, these have been published on
the Profession’s website and are not to
be taken as a reflection of their lesser
importance under the disciplinary
scheme. The following members have
faced disciplinary action for failure to
record their CPD in accordance with the

Profession’s CPD requirements.
n Mr. Johan Landman; a reprimand and a
fine of £400; http://tinyurl.com/65swbyb
n Mr. Mark James Phillip Julian; a
reprimand and a fine of £400;
http://tinyurl.com/6h96lbo
The full determinations are available at
www.actuaries.org.uk

IAA issues financial
reporting risk request
The International Actuarial Association
has issued a request for proposals to
prepare an educational monograph on the
Adjustment for Risk for Financial
Reporting Purposes. This is available at
http://tinyurl.com/6xdl78n. The deadline for
responses is 31 July.

New qualifiers
enter the Profession
The new qualifiers’ ceremony in Edinburgh
took place on 9 June. Those who attended
the ceremony were: Donna Bailey,
David Devlin, John Fitzpatrick,
Robert Gow, Richard Hall,
Douglas Herdman, Rachel Hibbert,
Russell Laver, Adam Maclachlan,
Fiona McCarte, Samantha McDonald,
Eleanor O’Callaghan, Donal O’Leary,
Lauren O’Meara, Catriona Reid,
Hayley Rice, Martin Riekert, Chris Rogers,
Petrus Rossouw and Anna Welshman.

Getting ahead in
Actuarial Science
Our expertise in flexible and accessible education and
your passion to succeed in Actuarial Science will enable
you to get ahead.
Study with Top-20 department that provides the support
you are looking for, on a course that’s accredited by the
Faculty and the Institute of Actuaries and offers close
links with industry.
A world-class research university, Leicester offers flexible,
innovative courses because we understand that you’ve
got other responsibilities. In fact, we’re committed to
making sure that everyone in our vibrant community gets
the very best experience at Leicester, whether you’re on
campus or on the other side of the world.

Get ahead,
get in touch
www.le.ac.uk/goto/actuary
+44(0) 116 252 5377
actuary@le.ac.uk

Distance Learning
Department of Mathematics
Postgraduate Diploma/MSc Actuarial Science
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Cyber risk threat for companies ignoring social media
Proactive approach to the Facebook generation needed to turn risk into opportunity
Companies that ignore the pros and cons of
social media or block access for employees
are ‘sticking their heads in the sand’,
according to research by Towers Watson.
Social media is already producing some
significant business benefits for many
companies. However, the consultant
believes the blurring of boundaries between
professional and private life means the
simple banning of access at work, or
tolerating but not guiding social media usage,
can be counterproductive for employers.
“When thinking about the potential of
social media, employers are often put off by

the perceptions of lost productivity, leakage
and potential liability risks,” says senior
consultant Andy Blacknell. “We believe the
solution is to have social media policies

IASB publishes final IAS19 standard
The International Accounting Standards
Board has published the final IAS19
standard, confirming key changes that could
see £10bn wiped off UK company profits.
The major change for most UK companies
is removing the current expected return on
plan assets income statement credit and
replacing it with a credit based on interest
on the plan assets at the AA discount rate.
KPMG said, as expected returns for a

typical pension plan portfolio can be around
1% higher than AA discount rates in current
market conditions, and based on UK plc
pension assets of around £1,000bn, this
is expected to dent UK reported profits by
around £10bn.
The standard also bans the ‘corridor
method’ which allowed companies to
smooth returns to reduce volatility in the
published figures, and which could make

from austerity measures in Western
European nations such as Greece, France,
Spain and the UK are also reflected on the
map, produced in association with security
consultancy firm Janusian, and terrorism
continues to severely afflict established
conflict zones like Iraq, Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Somalia as well as parts of
Nigeria and the Sahel region.

BREAKING NEWS
Breaking news is now published online
at www.TheActuary.com
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their pension deficit look more manageable.
From 2013 onwards, companies will have
to show their pensions position in their
balance sheet as a simple pension assets,
less pension liabilities, figure.
Deloitte said companies with schemes
in a significant deficit position which
currently make use of the corridor method
will initially be hit hard, with a fall in
equity resulting.
For more visit www.TheActuary.com/875805

A recent session at the Casualty
Actuarial Society’s annual rate-making
seminar discussed the actuarial implications
of the levelling off of the world’s oil supply,
rising energy prices and their economic
impact. The session focussed on recent events
such as the Deepwater-Horizon oil spill and
the Fukushima nuclear disaster and their
effect on insurers and society as a whole.
A report on these proceedings is available
from the Actuarial Profession’s Resource and
Environment member interest group.
For more details visit

For more visit www.TheActuary.com/875758

Climate change looms large on investment risk radar
The vast majority of investors now
consider climate change a material
investment risk or opportunity
and incorporate climate change

For more on this story visit

Running low on energy

Political unrest joins
terrorism as key threat
to global business
Political violence, strikes, riots and war
threaten the sustainable growth, continuity
and profitability of businesses as much as
terrorism, according to Aon Risk Solutions.
The firm has included these factors in its
2011 Terrorism and Political Violence Map
for the first time, to take account of an
increase in political upheaval in the Middle
East and North Africa, and continuing risk of
rebellions across the continent of Africa.
Civil unrest and labour disputes arising

embedded in each organisation.”
A separate study by Protiviti found that,
of those with access in the workplace, almost
39% indicated that there is no policy in
place regarding social media networking and
a further 24% are unaware of such policies.
Managing director Jonathan Wyatt
points to a ‘generational divide’ in the
workplace with senior managers often
unaware of whether their company’s HR
and IT policies are adequate.

risk assessments into their existing
investments, according to a report.
The report, conducted by Mercer
and commissioned by the Institutional
Investors Group on Climate Change,
the Investor Network on Climate Risk
and Investor Group on Climate Change,
details the investment practices of asset
managers, such as primary fund managers,

www.TheActuary.com/875824

and asset owners, such as pension funds,
towards climate change issues.
Based on survey responses from 44
asset owners and 46 asset managers with
collective assets totalling more than
$12trillion, the report found that 87% of
asset managers and 98% of asset owners
now incorporate climate change risk
assessments into their investment processes.
For more details visit www.TheActuary.com/875768
www.TheActuary.com
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From the world of general insurance
Regulatory and legal developments

Deepwater Horizon

As from 20 June 2011, the new Continuous
Insurance Enforcement regulation requires
that car owners be insured, or that they
have a statutory off-road notification
(SORN) — it will now clearly be an offence
to be uninsured, whether the car is being
driven or not, if the owner does not have
a SORN for it. The Motor Insurers’ Bureau
has launched a new TV advert, Stay Insured
Stay Legal, to make motorists aware of
the new law requirements. Enforcement
is to be carried out by simply comparing
the Motor Insurance Database, managed
by the Motor Insurers’ Bureau, and the
DVLA database. From 20 June, letters will
be sent to car owners without insurance
and, if they do nothing, they face a £100
fine followed by court action. If the vehicle
remains uninsured, regardless of whether
the fine is paid, further action will be taken.
If the vehicle is on public land it could
then be clamped, seized and destroyed.
Alternatively, court action could be taken,
with the offender facing a fine of up to
£1,000. The aim is reduce significantly the
estimated 1.4 million uninsured vehicles.
In the long term this should help prevent
further rises in motor insurance premiums,
if not help reduce them.

In late May, BP agreed a settlement with
various subsidiaries of Mitsui & Co,
under which the latter will pay BP
US$1.065bn in final settlement of all the
Deepwater Horizon-related claims
between the two organisations. This is
about half the amount BP had already
billed to Mitsui. This settlement enables
Mitsui’s insurers (Mitsui Sumitomo
Insurance, part of the Mitsui & Co group)
to finalise the quantification of its
claims in relation to the incident,
although there remains a question over
whether the payment to BP is covered
under the policy terms, as it does not
include an admission of liability — this is
likely to be of interest to the reinsurers.
Any future Deepwater Horizon claims
against Mitsui will be indemnified by
BP under the terms of the settlement,
although any punitive damages and/or
civil penalties are not covered.

Large losses
Tornadoes, southern US — 3-5 April
This event consisted of at least 46
tornadoes affecting states from Kansas in
the west to Georgia in the east. At least
nine deaths were attributed to the storms,
and 250,000 claims were filed at a total
estimated cost of US$1.25bn.
Tornadoes, southern US — 14-16 April
The total cost of these tornadoes has been
put at US$1.35bn.
Tornadoes, southern and eastern US —
25-28 April
The initial estimate of US$2-5m for the
cost of these claims now appears to be
excessively pessimistic, with the overall
cost likely to be in the lower part of this
range, the majority of the cost being
incurred in Alabama.
Tornadoes in mid-western US — 21-26 May
This outbreak consisted of at least 166
separate tornadoes, mainly affecting
states between Lake Superior and Texas.
The tornadoes and associated storms
resulted in 161 deaths and total damage

www.TheActuary.com

UK medical liability claims
The Medical Defence Union (MDU),
which covers more than half of the
general practitioners in UK, has blamed
a 20% increase in liability claims on the
increased availability of ‘no win, no fee’

estimated to be in the US$2-4bn range.
The worst single tornado hit Joplin,
Missouri on 22 May, with wind speeds
of up to 250mph, causing 141 of the
fatalities and cutting a 13.8 mile swathe,
up to three quarters of a mile wide,
through the city. About 2,000 buildings

agreements. In addition, it points out in
its annual report that the average
severity of such claims continues to
increase strongly, and these factors
combine to push premium rates up.
The majority of claims relate to delayed
or incorrect diagnosis (60%), failure to
refer patients (15%) and medication
errors (10%), but the MDU claims it sees
no evidence of deterioration in standards
of care.

FOR MORE GENERAL
INSURANCE NEWS
More news on the following items can be
found on the website:
■ Fall-out from the global financial crisis
■ Solvency II
■ Regulatory and legal developments
■ Payment protection insurance (PPI)
■ Deepwater Horizon
■ Reinsurer first quarter results
■ Political unrest
■ Volcanic ash 2010
■ Typhoon and hurricane predictions
■ Climate change
■ More large losses
Visit www.TheActuary.com/875804

were totally destroyed, and damage is
reported to approximately 75% of the
town. Damage from this single tornado has
been estimated by catastrophe-modelling
company Eqecat to cost US$1-3bn.
Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, northern
Japan — 11 March
In early May, Eqecat revised upwards
its loss estimate range from the initial
US$12-25bn to US$22-39bn. This reflects
the disclosure that the earthquake had
caused liquefaction of the ground over a
much wider area than expected (extending
as far as Tokyo). This was caused by the
long duration of the ground motion and
results in additional damage to properties
built on the affected areas. Other factors
increasing the cost of the events are the
extent of the subsequent power cuts
and transport dislocation and the costs
associated with the evacuation of the area
around the damaged Fukushima nuclear
plant. Even the increased estimates do not
include claims from contingent business
interruption, the estimation of which would
require detailed company information and
may amount to several billion dollars.
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Game, set and match
Actuary wins all four matches in his maiden Four Nations
tennis tournament at the Welsh National Tennis Centre
Former Nucleus finance director Neil Howitt
successfully represented the England veterans
tennis team in the recent Four Nations event
held at the Welsh National Tennis Centre in
Cardiff from 30 April to 2 May. The event is
an annual competition between England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wales, and this year

SIAS poker tournament
The SIAS poker tournament was held on
17 March. The event was a sell-out, despite
a few late cases of flu, as 113 entrants met
at Loose Cannon Club to determine which
actuary had the poker face and skills (or luck)
to win this tournament.
The field comprised of serious poker
players to complete beginners. Everyone was
given two chances, a ‘double-chance freezeout’. This meant that once players lost their
initial stack of chips, these were replaced.
Those who made it to dinner without losing
their initial stack were given the extra chips.
The first few levels before dinner resulted
in a handful of players being knocked out
— a quiet concentration filling the room as
players seemed unwilling to take big risks.
The exception to this was Martin West from
Capita, who was the unfortunate person to
go out first.
After dinner, the bids increased more
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involved categories for the over-35, 45 and
50 age groups. Neil played for the over-45
team, alongside Steve Brett (Leicestershire)
and Brent Parker (Durham and Cleveland),
both non-actuaries.
Having won the over 45s category, they
followed it up with a combined mens’ and
ladies’ team cup, which was also won by
England. Neil ended up with four wins out of
four, and was naturally delighted given that
this was his international debut.
Neil has been playing county tennis from
a young age, first as a junior for Dorset and
subsequently for Gloucestershire, inspired by
parents who were both keen players.
He decided to take a career break last year
from his actuarial role and, with the support
of a very understanding wife, had the chance
to focus on his tennis. Neil managed to reach
the final of the indoor nationals in the
over-45 age category and achieved a GB
ranking of 6 in that age group. This led to his
selection for the Four Nations event this year.
Tennis runs in the family and Neil’s wife
is a professional coach. The highlight of
his tennis career was winning the
National Husband and Wife
championships for five years in a row
after they were married.

rapidly and the field reduced more
substantially. This led to a number of exciting
all-in battles. However, many of those who
were knocked out retreated to the bar to
watch the final table. Special mention has
to go to SIAS committee member James
Williamson, who reached the final table for
the second year in a row.
The final table was of high quality, with
many hands needed to whittle down the
field. The game culminated with a heads-up
battle between Peter Black of Punter Southall
and Ben Carter of RBS.
Peter was crowned SIAS poker champion
for 2011, and he was delighted, saying,
“Last time I played, I couldn’t finish in
the top four out of five!” Congratulations
to Peter. Ben took second place, after
which he remarked, “Well, at least on this
occasion I don’t need to strip!”
Thank you to everyone for coming, and to
Loose Cannon for hosting the tournament.
By Alvin Kissoon

Actuary cycles across
Britain for charities
From 11 to 19 June, Faraday corporate actuary
Nigel Finlay cycled from John O’Groats to
Lands End as part of the Deloitte Ride
Across Britain, a distance of 953 miles.
Nigel is raising funds for two charities —
a brain injury association (Headway) and an
Armed Forces charity (SSAFA Forces Help).
If you are interested in donating,
please visit http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
NigelFinlay
Headway is an organisation that provides
support and assistance to people with
traumatic brain injuries, caused by accidents,
falls, strokes and tumours. A network of local
Headway groups and branches throughout
the UK offers a wide range of services,
including rehabilitation programmes,
carer support, social re-integration,
community outreach and respite care.
The services available will vary, depending on
local needs and resources.
SSAFA helps and supports those who
serve or served in the Armed Forces and
their families. The charity provides a range
of financial assistance and advice as well as
practical and emotional support for serving
personnel, ex-service and their families who,
through no fault of their own, may have
fallen on hard times.

Marriages
n Stephen Paines (GAD), former editor
of The Actuary’s Student page, recently got
married to Caroline Brown in Wiltshire on
14 May.

Deaths
n Bryan Reginald Lowe was a fellow of
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
He died on 17 March 2011 at the age of 61.
n Geoffrey Charles Lane was a fellow of
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
He died on 6 May 2011, aged 95.
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Actuaries on wheels
On Sunday 22 May a team of 119
energetic actuaries and friends, led by
Adrian Waddingham, gathered in
Southwark Park by Tower Bridge to take
part in the Stroke Association’s 2011
Thames Bridges Bike Ride.
This was the second time the Worshipful
Company of Actuaries had taken part in this
annual event. The 33-mile route traversed
14 bridges as it crossed over the Thames from
the busy streets of central London, along
riverside paths and through tranquil parks —
a relatively level route. However, once they
set off they soon realised that cycling into
strong headwinds was much worse than hills.
The cyclists battled on, taking in landmarks
such as Tower Bridge, Big Ben and Hampton
Court, eventually arriving in Hurst Park for
some well-earned congratulations and a
delicious selection of drinks and nibbles.
Over 2,000 riders took part, with
‘Actuaries on Wheels’ being the largest
group, sporting bibs in the colours of the
Company of Actuaries emblazoned with
their name, and thus raising the profile
of the profession to the crowds on the

Join The Actuary’s LinkedIn group

riverside paths. One rider was even stopped
and asked for pensions advice.
Our friends in the north cycled the
Manchester to Liverpool ride on the
following Sunday. In similarly blustery
conditions, the 15-strong team set off from
Manchester early in the morning, before
following a route along the Manchester Ship
Canal, and arriving in Liverpool to a strong
sea wind and icy showers. Once again, the
wearing of bibs emblazoned with ‘Actuaries
on Wheels’ helped to set the team apart
from the crowd, and gave the announcer
the chance to exclaim “Here comes another
actuary” whenever one completed the ride.
The cycling events are proving to be
great fun and it is hoped to organise them
annually. Through the success of these
events, significant amounts of cash is
being raised for very worthwhile causes.
The majority of the money raised from the
Thames Bridges Bike Ride will go to the
British Stroke Association.
Every year an estimated 150,000 people in
the UK suffer a stroke, and almost a third are
likely to die within the first 10 days. A third
are likely to make a recovery within one
month and the other third are likely to be

left disabled and in need of rehabilitation.
The northern ride favours the National
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty of
Children. The remainder will go to
The Company of Actuaries Charitable Trust
(CACT). CACT currently donates over
£100,000 per annum to various charitable
causes, including actuarial educational
bursaries and university prizes, and giving
special notice to those actively supported by
actuaries. At present, CACT is committed to
providing £300,000 to the Royal Society over
five years to support a research project into
mathematics education in the UK.
Donations are still gratefully received.
For the London event you can donate at
www.justgiving.com/BWLondonBridges
For the Manchester event you can
donate at http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
ActuariesOnWheels
We are hoping that more actuaries will
find yet more ways to support the actuarial
charity. Charles Cowling is leading an
initiative to raise £1 million over five years
and would welcome new fundraising ideas.
Please share yours by emailing
charles_cowling@jltgroup.com
By James Williamson

iWorks Prophet are recruiting actuaries like you
Visit:www.prophet-web.com/careers
© 2011 SunGard
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Tuesday 12 July
What does a pension
promise cost?
Staple Inn,
High Holborn,
London
5:30pm for 6pm

Friday 22 July
Summer Boat Party 2011
The Golden Jubilee,
Westminster Pier,
London

Programme event
The talk will look at the underlying cost of a
pension promise from the perspective of the
employer, and explore some of the obvious and
not so obvious factors that impact on the employer
that guarantees a defined benefit pension.
There is no need to register in advance for this
event. Following the meeting there will be a free
drink and buffet at a nearby pub.

Social event
All aboard The Golden Jubilee for the biggest party
of the summer. Allow us to whisk you far away to
the streets of Brazil to celebrate the spectacular
Rio Carnival.
Deck yourself in colourful outfits complete with
sequins and feathers to samba a warm summer’s
night away on the Thames. The party begins at
6.00pm at Westminster Pier. Be sure to be on time
as the boat will leave promptly at 6:30pm and will
return to Westminster Pier at 10.30pm.
Once aboard, welcome drinks will be

Saturday 20 August
SIAS 5-a-side football tournament
Powerleague Catford,
Private Banks Sports Ground,
Canadian Avenue,
London
12:00 noon

provided to gear you up for a night packed with
entertainment. Plenty of food and drink will be
available to replenish your energy, so all you need
to do is get your creative thinking caps on as the
best dressed reveller will win a prize!
All are welcome — so please feel free to invite
friends and colleagues along for a great night out.
Tickets are like gold dust, so be sure to reserve
them quickly. Tickets cost £10 for members and
£15 for non-members. To reserve a place,
please email social@sias.org.uk

Social event
Disappointed at the lack of football this summer?
There is one major football event going on —
the annual SIAS five-a-side football tournament.
If you fancy yourself as the next Rooney,
Wilshere or Bale, show us your skills and your
team could be crowned SIAS football champions.
There’s no ballot, extortionate prices or
disappointment to get tickets to this event —
just turn up and cheer on your team! It promises
to be an afternoon of action, excitement and fun.

A trophy ceremony will follow, with teams then
treated to some post-match refreshments at a bar
in London Bridge.
Teams of up to seven people can be entered at
£50 a team (plus £5 per non-SIAS member).
To enter your team, please email Alvin at
social@sias.org.uk with team name and squad
members. Payment details will then be provided.
Places are limited so please register your team
early to avoid disappointment.

The Actuary magazine
New opportunity: Is there an
editor inside you?

The Actuary magazine is a monthly publication
produced on behalf of SIAS for members of the
profession, both in the UK and around the world.
With a print readership of over 20,000 and growing
online content, it is a key platform for news, views
and jobs in the actuarial community. The current
editor is due to step down this year, so SIAS is now

looking for a successor to join the editorial team
of the magazine. If you think you have got what it
takes and would like to find out more, then please
contact the current editor at editor@the-actuary.
org.uk. Please submit any expressions of interest
for the role, including a CV, to the email address
above no later than Friday 29 July 2011

For details of events, visit www.sias.org.uk
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Value at Risk

Value judgment
Celine Lee looks at the implications of new reporting standards for the measurement of risk in
pension schemes and asks if there is a better means of communicating VaR

I
Celine Lee is head of
pensions at Barrie &
Hibbert

n an average month in an average
year, you will find at least half a dozen
pension-related consultations published
by a number of regulatory or governing
bodies. Of those that were published in
2010, three in particular caught my eye as
having the potential to herald changes to the
defined benefit (DB) pension landscape:
1) Published in July 2010, the EU Green
Paper on the future of pensions focuses on
adequate, sustainable and safe European
pension systems, suggesting that a Solvency II
regime could be applied to pensions.
2) The changes outlined in the Exposure
Draft, issued in April 2010 by the
International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB), might mean that many schemes
will experience a significantly negative
impact on their company’s profit and loss
(P&L) due to increased pensions expense —
especially for schemes currently with a high
proportion of risky assets.
The Exposure Draft also suggests the
inclusion of additional disclosures, which
would provide users of financial statements
with further information about the pension
risks faced by sponsors. Such information
would include sensitivity analysis, details of
asset- and liability-matching strategies and
factors that will cause the pension cost to
increase significantly.
3) The Pension Protection Fund (PPF) levy
consultation published in October 2010
sets out proposals for a new framework
to include an investment risk element
in future calculations of the PPF levy,
including the requirement for pension
schemes with assets above £1.5bn to carry
out asset and liability stresses.
Taken as a whole, the impact of these
consultations, if finalised, will mean that
an understanding of pension risks becomes
a necessity.

The reactions to date
The reactions to these consultations have
been somewhat mixed. The adoption of a
regime similar to Solvency II by the
DB pensions sector is seen by some as a
means of strengthening security, while others
have expressed concerns that such a move
will undermine the level of benefit provisions.
Other industry commentators believe that
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the PPF levy framework will better reflect
investment risks but will penalise schemes
investing in risky assets and encourage
investment in matching or lower risk assets.
The dilemma of trying to decide on
the fine balance between security versus
adequacy has always existed. Likewise,
the judgment between the amount of
risky assets (and potential returns) versus
less risky assets (and lower returns) has
always generated a great deal of debate.
And if Solvency II were to apply to pension
schemes, even in a modified form, it is
likely to lead to:
n Higher funding requirements, or at least
the pressure of higher funding
n A focus on asset liability risks —
potentially resulting in a shift from holding
risky assets to liability-matching assets
n Additional cost of compliance.
These issues are being debated, in
part, because higher expected returns
are allowed for in schemes investing in
risky assets. This has an impact on both
pension accounting and ongoing funding.
In an accounting context, holding risky
assets means a lower P&L for sponsors.
For schemes that are large relative to
the size of the sponsor, allowing for
advanced credit on risky assets could lead
to an accounting ‘profit’ that is unreal.
On funding, holding risky assets could
reduce the required cash contributions,
as advanced credit could be taken in
constructing the recovery plan.
While it is important to understand
how policy can influence behaviour, risk
management has sometimes been seen by
organisations as either increasing actual
funding cost, or as a box-ticking exercise to
ensure regulatory compliance.

So is there a positive way to look
at this?
A simple example, such as that of a house
purchase, suggests an upside to some of the
changes proposed.
Three years ago, I was looking for a
somewhere to live in London and found
two perfect properties. Both were situated
in the same location, were of a similar
size and each was on the market for
£500,000. The only difference was that
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one was a period property with elegant
period features and the other was a newbuild apartment. For what seemed like
an identical cost to me, I settled for the
beautiful period property while my friend
bought the flat.
Over the next three years, I incurred
£50,000 worth of maintenance and repair
bills relating to damp, water pipes leakages
– all the usual problems one would expect
from an old property. My friend, on the other
hand, spent £10,000 over the same period.
Although at the outset I was aware that
the maintenance cost for a period property
might be higher, I had no idea about the
range or possible costs.
If, in the Home Information Pack,
I could have found information such as
‘the Value-at-Risk (VaR)’ — at 95th
percentile, say — ‘for maintenance cost
is £50,000 for the period property and
£10,000 for the flat’, I may well have
chosen to buy a different property.
However, as my focus three years ago
was on the headline cost of the property,
I made the decision based only on
information I had at the time. Without a
quantitative way of assessing the risks, my
qualitative information on its own let me
down and led me to a decision that I came
to regret.
If I had understood the risks more
clearly, the decision may well have been
the same but the decision-making process
would have been much more controlled.

While we cannot settle on which
discount rate is the right one, perhaps
communicating liabilities in a different
manner might help the debate.
So how about quoting a range of
pensions costs? Or a confidence level?
So for a scheme with £100m liabilities on
an economic basis and £40m liabilities on
a more optimistic basis, the liability could
be quoted as £60m at the 70% confidence
level. That naturally leads the trustees and
sponsors to ask: What is the probability
that we might have to put more money in
and how much more?

» The dilemma of

trying to decide on the
fine balance between
security versus adequacy
has always existed

«

We can argue that a confidence level is
only theoretical and probabilities may not
be accurate but, from a communications
point of view, the sponsor can clearly
understand that there is no such thing as

a ‘single’ cost and actuaries could avoid
being accused of ‘playing God’ by setting
subjective discount rates which change the
value of liabilities.

How will the pension landscape
change under the new proposals?
With the pressure to improve risk
management for all organisations, simply
going through a box-ticking exercise
to satisfy compliance will not be what
decision-makers want to do, especially
in a world where we all have too much
to do with too little time. High-quality
condensed risk management information
will enhance the qualitative information,
enabling decision-makers to select the
appropriate reactions.
Risk management is not about funding
rules and regulations; it is about better
decision-making. I therefore hope that
the current raft of consultations is widely
viewed as an opportunity for companies to
take stock and to give due prominence to
the need to have good risk management
information as an integral part of their
■
decision-making processes.

What are the hidden costs of
DB schemes?
While some pension schemes carry out
a degree of stress testing or setting a risk
budget using measures such as VaR on
the assets and liabilities, pension costs
continue to be communicated using a
single figure on a present value method.
The results are reliant on which discount
rate has been chosen and give the
decision-maker no information around real
risks, or of the likelihood that the pension
cost quoted might turn out to be different.
Over the years, it has given trustees and
sponsors the impression that scheme
actuaries ‘magically’ change the liabilities
by setting subjective discount rates.
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Defined benefit

DB or not DB
Starting with a clean sheet, the UK’s occupational defined benefit pension system might look
very different, says Con Keating

Con Keating is
head of research at
BrightonRock Group

T

his article discusses why we
both would and should create
an occupational defined benefit
pension system. However, the
funding, accounting and regulation would
all differ.
The reason for an occupational-based
scheme design is that a pension is a
claim on future production and employer
sponsors are the producers who can credibly
contract with employees on their future
production. It is no woolly response to the
behavioural observation that we save,

all too often inadequately, from what’s left
over of our disposable income.
Occupational
pension promises
share a common
basis with sponsorissued equity and
debt claims which,
for the minority of
companies, are traded
in financial markets.
A defined contribution (DC) pension
simply does not merit the epithet ‘pension’

» It is easy to forget that

companies are twice as
likely to merge, be taken
over or cease trading
as solvent liquidations
as they are to fail

Figure 1 — Corporate profitability (net of depreciation) and
real and nominal GDP — 1965-2009
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as it is merely a tax-advantaged savings
scheme. The defined benefit (DB) scheme,
with its express
promise of an income
in retirement, is
part of a labour
market contract.
By contrast, DC is
entirely dependent
upon financial
market contracts.
Current regulation and accounting fails to
recognise this distinction.
In addition to the benefits of pooling
within collective arrangements, which are
inevitably lower for DC than DB, the value
of the sponsor covenant to DB schemes is
substantial. It reduces the need for excess
precautionary saving against adverse
developments of pension risk factors.
The 30% to 50% costs of ‘buy-out’ indicate
the value of this cost advantage for DB over
DC. At a minimum, DC costs 50% more
than DB for an equivalent benefit payable.
That the private sector can collectively
afford to offer pensions is evident from a
casual examination of its returns on capital
(see Figure 1).
The problem with private sector provision
is that individual companies can and will
fail; the insolvency rate among active
companies is illustrated in Figure 2.
When examining insolvency data, it
is easy to forget that companies are twice
as likely to merge, be taken over or cease
trading as solvent liquidations as they are
to fail. Those simple comparisons — which
show that very few of the major companies
counted in stock market indices in 1900

«
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Figure 2 — Insolvency rate (as a % of active companies) and
GDP growth (1987-2010)
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Figure 3 — Investment income of pension schemes (% market
value of assets) and corporate earnings (net of depreciation,
% capital employed) 1984-2009
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are still present in 2010 — are misleading;
substantial numbers of their heirs and
successors are still alive and trading well.
The adoption of funding for DB schemes
was a solution to the insolvency problem;
collateralisation of the sponsor’s promise.
In common with collateral security for
loans, it is time-inconsistent. This arises
because the collateral demand is immediate
while the pension payments occur only in
the distant future.
Unfortunately, it removes any incentive
for a sponsor to offer DB pensions; when
partly or wholly unfunded, deferring part
of an employee’s compensation lowers
the employer’s required working capital.
Contrary to popular belief, unfunded
pensions are not cheap capital funding for
the employer; correctly accounted, the cost
equals the employers’ return on equity.
Some argue that funding is intended
to deliver the cash flows to meet pension
payments. If true, this is certainly not
recognised as a primary purpose in European
or UK regulation. If true, materially different
accounting would apply — the income and
expense method rather than the balance
sheet approach.
Whatever the intention, the
implementation is failing badly. Figure 3
shows the (market value) investment income
yield of UK occupational schemes. It has
fallen from over 5.5% in 1984 to under
2.0% today. This trend is absent from the
profitability of the UK private sector.
In fact, the yield of marketable investments
of pension schemes has been declining
while the corporate sector’s profitability has
been increasing. One explanation of this

0

Source: ONS and author’s calculati

Income yield

phenomenon is that it arises from the shifts
in scheme asset allocation seen over the
past two decades; the role of regulation in
encouraging this is undoubtedly significant.
The concerns are twofold: pension payment
cash flow adequacy in the short-term and
total returns in the long-term.
Figure 4 overleaf shows that private
sector pension costs have been rising even
as the coverage has declined dramatically.

Net corporate earnings

The direct costs of regulation have also
risen markedly since the early 1990s; in real
terms, fourfold — out of all proportion to
increases in benefits payable.
Funding, and its complex web of
regulation, appears to have been a very
costly mistake.
Unfunded pension schemes are exposed
to the idiosyncratic insolvency risk of
the sponsor employer. Figure 5 illustrates
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Figure 4 — Relative pension cost of the private sector
Relative pension cost of the private sector
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Pension cost/wages

the interest coverage ratios, a measure of
credit-worthiness, for the principal SIC1
classifications and overall average for the
UK private sector in 2009. Clearly, there
are many sponsors where affordability is
an issue and sustainability and security for
the employee or other beneficiary is simply
inadequate and incredible.
It is sometimes argued that pension
funds contribute greatly to the
development, depth and sophistication of
UK capital markets. Undoubtedly, this
was true at the time of the industrial
revolution where it did facilitate
investment on a scale greater than could
be afforded by even the wealthiest of
individuals. However, pension funds now
account for very small proportions of UK
securities market activity and ownership;
indeed, some 35% of scheme assets are
overseas investments.
Unfunded DB pension schemes can
be sustainably afforded by the private
sector collectively, but the problem of
idiosyncratic sponsor insolvency remains.
In fact, Germany has long operated a
book-reserve unfunded corporate sector
system. This supplied much of the capital
that funded the post-war Wirtschaftwunder.
Sponsor insolvency is solved there by
the simple and cost-effective method of
pension indemnity assurance.
An entirely unfunded DB pension
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Pension cost/gross operating surplus
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Figure 5 — Interest coverage ratios (EBIT) for UK private sector and
principal industrial classifications (companies with turnover greater
than £1 million — 2009)
Total
Other
Construction
Wholesale and retail
Transport and
communications
Renting and business
Renting and
Hotels
Real estate
0%
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20%

Profit<0

30%
< 1x

arrangement would not need registration
with HMRC; it would be outside of the
pension regulation that bedevils current DB
schemes. Its accounting is simplicity itself, a
book reserve system. The only current cost

40%

50%

1x – 2x

60%
2x – 4x

70%

80%

90%

100%

> 4x

would be the annual pension indemnity
assurance premiums, and occupational DC
can bask in the obscurity it justly deserves. ■
1 Standard Industrial Classification of Economic Activities.
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Self-sufficiency

Target practice
Mark Shaw aims to find a true definition of ‘self-sufficiency’ for UK-based pension schemes

Mark Shaw is a
scheme actuary
at KPMG

T

he phrase ’self-sufficiency’ in the
context of a UK-based pension
scheme is not uniquely defined and
is used to mean a range of things by
different advisors and clients. For example,
self-sufficiency is increasingly being used by
some covenant advisors to suggest a funding
target involving low investment risk and
margins in the demographic assumptions,
but without specific reserves against adverse
experience.
Generally, at the heart of self-sufficiency
is the idea that there is a reasonable —
for example, a one-in-twenty — expectation
that the pension scheme will not need to
call on the sponsor for additional funding.

What benefits should self-sufficiency
cover?
First, the benefits that a self-sufficiency
funding target is required to cover must be
clear. Essentially, this is a question of whether
the target should cover guaranteed benefits
payable on discontinuance, or whether it
should be extended to cover discretionary
benefits and other benefits linked to the
ongoing support of the sponsor. If a scheme
is to be considered in isolation of its sponsor,
it is arguable that self-sufficiency should not
include the benefits that require sponsor
support to be provided.
The next question is whether
self-sufficiency should be a funding target
common to all schemes, or a scheme-specific
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funding target based on actual investment
strategy. Schemes that have implemented
a gilts-matching investment strategy may
argue they are already broadly self-sufficient
assuming they are fully funded on a
gilts-based funding strategy. Alternatively,
self-sufficiency may require a higher
funding target than this, to the extent that
the scheme does not invest in matching
assets, to reserve against the potential
downside of such a strategy. For the rest of
this discussion, we will consider a common
funding target to be consistent across
all schemes.

» The marketplace

sometimes appears
flooded by different
groups of advisers
using their own brand
of self-sufficiency

«

If self-sufficiency is to be considered a
target regardless of the decisions made on
investment strategy to ultimately reach
self-sufficiency, then the obvious starting
point is a funding strategy that reduces
as far as possible the investment risks to
which the scheme is exposed. While there
has been some debate in recent years,
UK government gilts are still considered to
be the lowest risk asset for a UK pension
scheme. A gilts-matched valuation based

on fixed interest and index-linked gilt yield
curves therefore provides a benchmark
against which a self-sufficiency target could
be measured.
Financial swaps provide an alternative
source of hedging in order to achieve
self-sufficiency. Interest rate swaps provide
a term structure for the discount rate in
the same way gilt curves do. Similarly,
inflation swaps can remove unwanted
inflation risk. Such instruments could be
used as an alternative to gilts hedging, or to
supplement it.
The change from retail prices index (RPI)
to consumer prices index (CPI) for statutory
revaluation presents a problem for hedging
inflation risk irrespective of the approach
taken to hedging. A deduction could be made
to RPI inflation to allow for CPI inflation
revaluation where relevant, but until a market
exists for hedging CPI inflation it may be
appropriate to ignore the impact and to
continue to fund for RPI. In addition, hedging
minimum and maximum pension increases
is difficult and, currently, very expensive in
the swaps market. For these reasons, precise
inflation hedging for pension schemes may
not be practical or indeed cost-effective.

It’s not all about investment
Even if a scheme is judged to be selfsufficient in terms of its investment strategy,
significant non-investment risks remain.
Mortality risk comprises basis risk and
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Table 1 — Sample funding and investment strategies
the risk of random variations. The former
is broadly the risk that current mortality
assumptions, including allowance for future
improvements, prove inadequate. Basis
risk could be fully or partially hedged, and
random variations can be expected to reduce
in relative terms as the scheme size increases.
There are also other demographic
assumption risks, for example assumptions
regarding the proportion married and
marital status, as well as operational risks
such as legislative and data error risks.
Any self-sufficiency target should arguably
include allowance for these additional
risks even though they are very difficult to
predict and meaningfully value.

Building in some investment risk
Accepting there is uncertainty in the liability
cash flow, it may be appropriate to build a
small amount of investment risk into the
self-sufficiency target. A financial economist
might argue otherwise, but we could
take an approach that anticipates modest
outperformance in the assets compared to
the funding target to build a buffer against
adverse non-investment experience and, for
example, any remaining risks resulting from
a less-than-perfect hedging strategy.
Adding a small amount of investment
risk may not substantially increase the
overall risk within the funding strategy
when combined with non-investment risk,
assuming the risks are largely independent.
A small sample of different funding and
investment strategies has been modelled
in Table 1 on a very simple basis to help
illustrate and develop the above point.
The modelling allows for expected
demographic assumptions but assumes
that demographic and operational risks are
independent of investment risk and broadly
equivalent to a combined annual volatility
of 2.5% pa. The outcomes modelled are the
probability of still being 100% funded after
10 years and the expected 80th and 95th
percentile funding levels at this time.
The modelling might suggest that a
gilts-matched funding target based on
expected demographic experience may be
appropriate for determining self-sufficiency,
although a further reserve or prudence in
the assumptions may be required if the
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Funding target pa.
(discount rate relative to gilts)

0.0%

-0.5%

-0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

Investment target pa.
(expected return relative
to gilts)

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

0.5%

1.0%

1.0%

100%

100%

75%

75%

50%

50%

Bonds

0%

0%

15%

15%

30%

30%

Growth

0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

Probability [100% funded after
10 years]

50%

74%

84%

69%

76%

64%

80th percentile 10-year funding
level

93%

98%

102%

97%

98%

93%

95th percentile 10-year funding
level

87%

92%

94%

89%

86%

81%

Investment strategy
Gilts

likelihood of being at least 100% funded
after 10 years is to approach 95%. A funding
strategy equivalent to gilts plus 0.5% pa
with some prudence in the assumptions
could also be considered appropriate,
but with a potential deterioration in the
probability of being 100% funded after
10 years and increased likelihood that
sponsor support will be needed.

Additional reserves including expenses
Two additional reserves would still be
required. The first is a reserve for future
expenses and Pension Protection Fund
(PPF) levies, which could represent the most
significant risk for small schemes. These
schemes may require a disproportionately
large amount of reserves to cover both
expected expenses and, perhaps more
importantly, uncertainty in the expenses.
A further reserve or prudence in the
assumptions may also be required for
random variation in mortality and other
demographic experience for smaller schemes
or if there is significant granularity in
the scheme’s liability profile. The risk of
such random fluctuations might only be
diversified away by the very largest schemes.
All this probably means is that a sensible
self-sufficiency target for small- to mediumsized schemes might ultimately be the
solvency measure.

Conclusion
Self-sufficiency in its absolute form is
simply not possible from a funding
perspective because of demographic and
non-investment risks. What then remains is
a discussion regarding what is an acceptable
level of risk for a self-sufficiency target.
The marketplace sometimes appears
flooded by different groups of advisers
using their own brand of self-sufficiency
that may or may not allow fully for all the
residual investment and non-investment
risks, or include a prudent assessment
of future expenses. At the same time,
interested parties such as The Pensions
Regulator are placing increasing reliance
on such measures.
Actuaries may therefore wish to
consider a concise definition for
self-sufficiency reflecting low investment
risk and including some allowance for
residual investment and non-investment
risk and a prudent reserve for expenses and
PPF levies. If an actuary uses an approach
that does not allow for some or all of these
items, then good practice would be to
include an explanation about this and, in
any event, that further support from the
sponsor may be required even if it is not
expected. Any weakness in a self-sufficiency
measure should be made clear for anyone
■
relying on the assessment.
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Andrew Reid

A healthy appetite
Marjorie Ngwenya talks to Deutsche Bank’s Andrew Reid about the market surrounding
longevity hedging transactions
For the uninitiated, what is the
purpose of a longevity hedging
transaction?
It transfers longevity risk, whereby a party
suffers loss if a group of lives live longer
than expected, from the client to the hedge
provider. Most commonly it would be for a
pension scheme or annuity book, seeking
to protect itself from the longevity risk
inherent in its liabilities. The hedge would
convert an uncertain longevity exposure
into a certain exposure.

What forms can a longevity hedge
transaction take?
Many forms. It could be written as a
derivative or an insurance contract.
Insurance policies such as annuities have
longevity hedges embedded in them.
The hedge could be bespoke, hedging the
experience of the client’s portfolio, or
population-based, having a client pay-off
based on the experience of a population
different from the client’s portfolio, typically
that of a national population.

Who are typical takers of longevity
risk and why?
To date, reinsurers have been the main final
risk-takers. They have the necessary expertise.

» Market appetite is on

Longevity risk is often
an offsetting risk or
‘macro hedge’ for
their life insurance
books. The race is
on to get the capital
markets involved. If
you’re an investor
without longevityrelated liabilities, longevity could be an
attractive investment. The attractions include:
low correlation with other assets you hold,
someone is paying a premium to remove their
risk, its volatility profile is different from most
other investments, and with rates currently
close to zero there may be a (relative) dearth of
other opportunities.

the increase. The interest,
particularly from UK
pension schemes, is huge.
Providers’ pipelines are
bulging at the moment

of the contract, so upfront collateral may not
be required. Usually the trades
are collateralised, so the client would need
to have sufficient capital accessible to post
as collateral as might be required. Generally,
expected maximum collateral posting is
perhaps of the order of 5% of notional (and
collateral may well be required from the
provider, rather than the client).

Market appetite is definitely on the
increase. The interest, particularly from
UK pension schemes, is huge. The key
indicator will be trades closed, but as the
lead time is often six months to a year,
many still have to come through. The next
best indicator is providers’ pipelines, which
are bulging at the moment.

How significant is counterparty risk?
It’s difficult to quantify. The contracts are
long term, so counterparty risk could be
significant. Most providers would mitigate
this through collateralising the hedge.
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What are typical timelines for
transactions?
Typically six to 12 months from inception
to closing a hedge.

What amounts of capital are required
What roles have actuaries played in
to transact?
the transactions with which you have
Typically, longevity hedges are unfunded,
been involved?
where the risk premium is paid over the life

Is market appetite on the increase or
decline? What are the key indicators?

Andrew Reid is a managing director and head
of pensions origination in the capital markets
and treasury solutions group at Deutsche Bank,
and formerly of Credit Suisse and head of
corporate consulting at Towers Watson.

The general
view seems to be
something like
£10-15bn each year
for the next few
years. Critical for this
is the capacity of risktakers. The reinsurers
seem to have this
capacity for the next few years. If the
capital markets can successfully be brought
in to take risk, capacity could be many
times this amount.

How do you envisage the longevity
market will develop in terms of the
size and nature of transactions in the
next ten years?

Actuaries have had huge involvement.
With some clients, the client employs one
or more actuaries. The client would appoint
one or more actuarial consultants and
an investment consultant to advise.
The provider typically has several actuaries
on its longevity desk — we have six, for
example. And then the final risk-taker will
either employ actuaries, as reinsurers do,
or perhaps engage actuarial consultants
if it is not a specialist longevity investor.
So actuaries have a very tight grip on this
market.

How do you measure your success?
By meeting client needs while ensuring the
bank receives an acceptable return on
capital deployed.

What has been your greatest
professional challenge to date?
Switching from consultancy to markets
(investment banking).

What are your pastimes?
Sport (sadly more watching now than
playing) and trying to keep up with a very
■
lively three-year-old daughter.
The opinions expressed in this article are those of the
interviewee and are not representative of Deutsche Bank
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GIRO

Conference preview

You’ll never walk alone
Actuaries will find a little help from their friends when the GIRO conference comes to Liverpool,
says
s aColum
standfirst
d s D’Auria

Chairman’s preview
The journey to Solvency II is well under
way in our industry and, whether or not
you are directly involved in preparing
your organisation for this new regime,
your work will no doubt be impacted in
some way. As we navigate our way through
this additional workload, it is clear that
actuaries are central to the delivery of
Solvency II. On a positive note, we are
highly privileged to be much in demand.
However, at a time when we find ourselves
so occupied, it is also comforting for each
of us to know that we are not alone.
The 38th GIRO conference and
exhibition, the annual gathering of the
UK general insurance actuarial community,
will be taking place in Liverpool in
October. This is the first time that GIRO
has visited the BT Convention Centre,
one of the UK’s largest and most modern
conference facilities.
GIRO offers a unique opportunity to
extract ourselves from our day-to-day
activities and reflect on this journey we are
all taking. Apart from the more immediate
benefit of interacting with others in similar
positions, we can also begin to visualise
a post-Solvency II world. Are we really
taking advantage of the current demand
for our skills? We should ask ourselves:
to what extent are actuaries, although
heavily involved, really influential in all
their areas of work? By examining the
part we play in our organisations today,
we begin to envisage where we will find
ourselves when we complete our journey
and make landfall. Our theme this year
encapsulates this: ‘Navigating risk: are
actuaries at the helm?’
So, our next port of call is Liverpool —
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a port that was, in its heyday, second only
to London in size and the driver of the
city’s impressive industrial history. It is
perhaps not surprising, therefore, that it
was here the oldest association of marine
underwriters in the UK was founded.
The Liverpool Underwriters’ Association
was founded in 1802, many decades before
the Institute of London Underwriters
(1884) and the Lloyd’s Underwriters
Association (1909). More recently,
Liverpool has been better known for
its contribution to music and the arts,
becoming the European City of Culture in
2008. I am told they also have a reasonably
successful football club.
The GIRO committee has organised
a full programme that will appeal to
all walks of life within our community.
Recognising the growing and increasingly
diverse delegation that GIRO is attracting,
we have allowed more time this year for

» GIRO offers a unique

opportunity to extract
ourselves from our
day-to-day activities and
reflect on this journey
we are all taking

«

some 60 different workshops throughout
the conference. Ensuring our plenary
sessions maintain their broader appeal,
once again we will be covering a
wide range of topics from familiar areas
such as pricing, reserving and Solvency II
to others such as managing pressure
and examining the wider industry and
economy. To deliver all of this, we have
secured the services of several guest
speakers and are continually grateful for
the ongoing support that we receive from

within our own profession.
We all know that there is more to
GIRO than its formal programme.
GIRO continues to be the premier annual
opportunity for general insurance actuaries
to catch up, maintain and develop the
social links that bind us together as a
community. You will be pleased that
this year will be no exception with our
welcome reception, informal evening with
live entertainment and, of course, the
conference dinner, which will be held in
the magnificent surrounding of the UK’s
largest cathedral. By the time you return to
your organisations, you will know that you
will not be walking alone.
The GIRO committee and I look forward
to welcoming you.
Colum D’Auria is a member of the general
insurance practice executive committee and
chairman of the GIRO committee
The GIRO conference runs from 11-14 October at
the BT Convention Centre, Liverpool. For more
information, visit www.actuaries.org.uk/events/
residential/giro-conference-and-exhibition-2011
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Solvency II

Non-life reserves

Something in reserve
Simon Sheaf describes the intricacies of reserving under Solvency II for non-life insurers

Simon Sheaf leads
Grant Thornton’s
general insurance
actuarial practice

A

mong the multitude of things
that will have to be done
differently under Solvency II,
it might be easy to miss the
changes to the way reserves are calculated.
However, to do so would be dangerous
since the way in which non-life insurers
will be required to calculate their technical
provisions under Solvency II is
significantly different to the way they
calculate them today.
The differences arise from the Solvency II
Directive itself and, in particular, Article 77.
This states that “the value of technical
provisions shall be equal to the sum of
a best estimate and a risk margin” and
“the best estimate shall correspond to the
probability-weighted average of future
cash flows, taking account of the time value
of money”.
But what are the key changes that
actuaries will need to make in their
reserving processes?

Segmentation into Solvency II classes
Under Solvency II, insurers will be required
to segment their reserves between a
prescribed set of classes. Although the
reserving analysis can be undertaken using
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whatever segmentation of business is
considered appropriate, the insurer must be
able to allocate the results between
the Solvency II classes.
In many cases, it will be essential to
undertake the analysis at a more
detailed level since a number of the
prescribed classes are very wide ranging.
These include one class for the whole of
marine, aviation and transport, only three
classes for non-proportional reinsurance,
and a miscellaneous class that may end
up containing some very diverse books
of business.
One area that will create difficulties
for many UK insurers is the required
segmentation of motor risks between
liability and other. This is straightforward
in most of Europe where these are sold via
separate policies; however, in the UK and
Ireland they are sold together and splitting
the premiums is likely to prove challenging.
Solvency II will also require separate
reserves to be calculated for different
currencies. However, the proportionality
principle underlying Solvency II will
mean that currencies that are immaterial
to an insurer will not need to be considered
in isolation.

A new recipe for technical provisions
Currently, insurers often include elements
of prudence in their reserves, either
explicitly or implicitly. Under Solvency II
such an approach will not be acceptable.
As indicated in Article 77, insurers will
have to estimate their reserves on a strict
best-estimate basis and will hold an explicit
risk margin in addition.
In fact, under Solvency II the technical
provisions are derived as the sum of
three components: the claims provisions,
the premium provisions and the
aforementioned risk margin.
We will return to the risk margin later
in this article but what of the other two
ingredients?
The claims provision is the best estimate
of the reserve in respect of claims that
have occurred prior to the valuation
date (irrespective of whether or not they
have been reported), together with the
corresponding claims-handling expenses.
Meanwhile, the premium provision
is the best estimate of the total
cash flows in respect of claims occurring
after the valuation date together with the
corresponding claims-handling expenses,
premiums received after the valuation date
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and the expenses of administering the
business. It follows from this definition
that it is entirely possible for the premium
provision to be negative.

Legal obligations basis
Currently, insurers reserve for all policies
that have incepted up to the valuation date.
For example, at 31 December 2010,
insurers held reserves in respect of all
policies incepted up to that date but did not
allow for any policies incepting afterwards.
Under Solvency II, this will no longer be
sufficient — insurers will also be required
to allow for policies that they were legally
obliged to write at the valuation date, even
if they had not incepted.
For example, by 31 December 2011,
insurers will have agreed policies incepting
on 1 January 2012. Under current reserving
approaches, the technical provisions make
no allowance for such policies but, under
Solvency II, an allowance must be included.
This is known as a legal obligations basis
and is a major deviation from the way
reserving is currently done. The collection of
the necessary data is likely to be a challenge
for many insurers.
Interestingly, because insurers will be able
to take credit for the expected profits arising
from this unincepted business, allowing
for these policies will actually reduce
the reserves of an insurer who is writing
business profitably.

Binary events
Article 77 makes it clear that reserves under
Solvency II should take account of all
possible future cash flows. It follows that it
is necessary to make provision for the sort of
very low probability but very high severity
events that tend to be ignored under current
reserving approaches. These have become
known as binary events. By definition,
they are very unlikely to occur but, if they
do, they could significantly impact an
insurer’s results.
Examples of binary events include
a meteor strike on a populated area,
substantial claims arising from
nanotechnology and a tsunami
hitting Florida.
Selecting an appropriate provision for
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such events will be extremely challenging.
Any such provision will be highly subjective,
require significant judgment, and be
very sensitive to the assumptions made.
Deciding on this provision will probably be
one of the most significant difficulties facing
actuaries reserving under Solvency II.

Expenses
As indicated above, under Solvency II
technical provisions are required to include
claims-handling expenses (both allocated
and unallocated) and other expenses
incurred in running
the business.
Currently, most
reserves estimated
by actuaries would
implicitly include
allocated claimshandling expenses.
Additionally,
in some cases,
actuaries would consider unallocated
claims-handling expenses (for example,
when providing Statements of Actuarial
Opinion to syndicates at Lloyd’s of London).
However, it is far less common for actuaries
to analyse other expenses. Consequently,
the new regime will require many actuaries
to develop a deeper understanding of the
expense elements of the balance sheet than
they have now.

Back to the risk margin
This risk margin represents another big
change. While some insurers may have
held such margins before, the requirement
under Solvency II is very different since
the risk margin has to be calculated in a
prescribed manner.
Under Solvency II, the technical
provisions are intended to equal the
amount that another insurer would
require in order to take over the insurance
obligations. Clearly, any insurer taking
over responsibility for a book of insurance
liabilities would
require more than
the best estimate of
those liabilities, and
the risk margin is
designed to represent
the additional
amount that would
be required.
The risk margin
is calculated as the cost of providing the
capital required in respect of the liabilities
over their lifetime; in other words, the cost
of providing the required solvency capital
requirement (SCR) over the lifetime of
the liabilities.
The theoretically correct way to calculate
this is by determining the SCR in each
future year, multiplying each SCR by the
cost of capital and discounting them to the
valuation date.
Although this sounds fine if you say it
quickly enough, a moment’s thought will
lead to the conclusion that calculating
the SCR in each future year will be a very
difficult and onerous task. For this reason,
a number of simplifications have been
proposed and we expect the vast majority of
insurers to make use of these.

» Binary events

include a meteor strike
on a populated area,
substantial claims arising
from nanotechnology, and
a tsunami hitting Florida

The need to discount
Currently, the vast majority of non-life
insurance reserves are not discounted for
the time value of money. However, as laid
down in Article 77, under Solvency II
they will have to be discounted. This is
a major change and will mean that
cash-flow projections will be required for
all of the elements making up the technical
provisions, including outstanding claims,
incurred but not reported, claims on
unincepted policies, reinsurance recoveries,
future premiums (including those in respect
of unincepted policies) claims-handling
expenses and other expenses. It will no
longer be sufficient merely to develop a
best estimate of each of these items — the
actuary will also need to estimate how that
amount will be paid or received over time.

«

You have been warned
In this brief article, we have been able to
touch on only a few of the joys awaiting
actuaries reserving on a Solvency II basis.
Each of the areas discussed above requires
far greater consideration than we have
had space for, and there are a number of
additional differences from current reserving
practices that we have not even been able
■
to mention.
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General insurance

Curve-fitting

Are your curves in the right place?
Amit Parmar and Michael Cane look at some of the common pitfalls when curve-fitting to
large losses
Conversely, with more recent years the
loss development of claims assumption
becomes more critical.

Actuaries and models — a perfect fit?

Amit Parmar and Michael Cane are actuaries
working in the analytical department of
Guy Carpenter in London. They will be
presenting on curve-fitting at the Actuarial
Profession’s GIRO conference in October

C

urve-fitting is a term for fitting
a statistical distribution to a
series of claims, in order to make
analysis easier by giving a smooth
representation of the claim dataset.
It is a commonly used technique within
the actuarial profession and the results of
curve-fitting exercises are relied upon in key
areas such as pricing and capital modelling.
With ever-increasing scrutiny on the output
and validity of actuarial models, now is an
ideal time to review current methodology
and highlight some of the many pitfalls that
actuaries face when fitting curves in practice.
Curve-fitting can give an estimate of
claims where there is no experience — this
is where it has the greatest financial impact.
For example, with excess-of-loss insurance,
companies will often buy up to 10 times their
maximum historical loss. Actuaries have few
tools to help put a value on these contracts
and curve-fitting may help, but there are
common pitfalls. We address some of these
issues in a reinsurance pricing context.

The size of your curves
First, when fitting a statistical distribution
to a claim set, a suitable minimum and
maximum value for the distribution must be
chosen. This step is often overlooked or not
given enough attention. In the reinsurance
pricing world, we usually fit to claims that
have been provided above an observation
level, such as reported claims above £1m.
The claims need to be trended to the middle
of the contract period and developed
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to ultimate. It is important to trend the
observation level to ensure a consistent
cohort of claims. £1m trended back to 2001
at 5% would be around £1.5m. Therefore, if
we want to use claims from 2001 we must
select at least £1.5m as our minimum. If we
pick a lower value but use 2001 claims, we
are potentially omitting claims that would
trend above our threshold but never make
it into our sample because they were below
the observation level. On the other hand,
using £1.5m we could lose some more recent
claims that are in the range £1m-1.5m.
Another related issue is that the further
back in time you go, the more important
the inflation assumption becomes and
the more likely that there is a change in
portfolio composition or mix of business.

Once you have decided which years to select,
your minimum and maximum thresholds,
and are happy to make the assumption
that the claims are homogeneous and
independent and identically distributed, you
can actually do some fitting.
We consider the problem of modelling
the losses on a typical UK motor excess of
loss reinsurance programme, in this example
unlimited cover with an excess of £2m.
Initially, we wanted to work with a
theoretical dataset and document the
difficulties before moving onto ‘real’
UK motor data. In this article we talk about
the theoretical study only.
We sampled 3,000 claims from a simple
Pareto distribution with a fixed alpha of 1.6.
This is a far greater number of claims than
would typically be found in a real-world
case. We then used MetaRisk Fit to test
28 statistical distributions. The first finding
was that, without previous knowledge,
it was not obvious that we should choose a
Pareto distribution. The Pareto distribution
was lurking in the top quartile of all our tests
but was not a clear first choice. Our tests
consisted of visual inspection of the empirical
cumulative distribution function against
that implied by the test distribution and also
looking at goodness of fit measures.

Figure 1 — Impact of different models on reinsurance layers
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Figure 1 shows what the impact would
have been if we had selected another
distribution, such as the lognormal or
transformed beta for our motor reinsurance
structure. The red dots are the expected loss
to the reinsurance contracts rebased to 100%
for the Pareto 1.6 and the results from using
other distributions are relative to this level.
As expected, there can be mis-pricing
if the wrong distribution is selected,
and the error increases as you move up
to the higher layers. Although it is widely
known that the lognormal has a ‘thin’ tail,
it remains a commonly selected distribution
in stochastic models.
The next step in our theoretical
experiment is to assume that we choose the
right distribution, but not the correct value,
for alpha. Figure 2 shows the sensitivity
of the reinsurance layers to the choice of
alpha. Again, the sample distribution is our
base; it shows that a 10% increase in the
value for alpha can lead to a decrease in the
reinsurance loss in the higher layers of up
to 35%. A 10% decrease in alpha can lead to
over-pricing of 60% or more.

Parameter uncertainty
The uncertainty in choosing the right
value for the parameter(s) is due to having
a limited claims dataset. If we believe the

claims follow an underlying distribution,
then the smaller the claims dataset the
further we will be from the true parameters.
The greater the number of parameters
required to define the distribution, the more
of an issue this becomes.

» The results of curve-

fitting exercises are
relied upon in key areas
such as pricing and
capital modelling

«

In practice this uncertainty can be
mitigated by giving the parameter
distributions as well. This may sound like
adding another degree of complexity to
the modelling process, but within the
‘maximum likelihood estimator’ framework
it is possible to estimate the parameter
standard deviations. It is also necessary
to derive correlations between parameters
and this can be done by determining the
information matrix, which is the expected
value of the second derivative matrix for the
log likelihood function.
Assuming a distribution for the parameters
allows each simulation of a stochastic
model to use different parameters based on
this distribution. We typically run 250,000

Figure 2 — Impact of selecting different parameters on
reinsurance layers
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Do you know your curves?
We wanted to see how many practising
actuaries are aware of these three issues:
sample size, selecting the right model and
selecting appropriate parameters. So we came
up with a test.
We generated four claim sets by sampling
from chosen distributions with pre-defined
parameters. We then sent these claim sets to
practising actuaries in the market and asked
them to fit a distribution to the claims.
Uptake of the blind-test study was limited
— actuaries seem to be shy in showing off
their curve-fitting skills, but we will repeat
the study on a wider scale (let us know if
you are interested in participating). There
is very little chance actuaries will pick the
right distribution or parameters and it
depends on the software at their disposal.
However, we want to measure the impact of
their selections against the true underlying
distributions by seeing the differences to our
motor excess-of-loss layers..
Given the chance of getting it wrong with
sampled data, imagine the problem of trying
to price an unlimited excess £25m contract
for a motor portfolio with just 40 claims,
the largest of which is only £33m. Yet this
is the type of problem facing pricing
actuaries in the reinsurance community
■
on a regular basis.

= 1.6
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simulations and the parameter uncertainty
and parameter correlation matrix helps
ensure that the results capture the full range
of potential outcomes, and are not overly
dependent on a single parameter set.
The question then naturally becomes,
what distribution to choose for the
parameters, for now we use the lognormal
distribution for most of our models.
Having a coefficient of variation for each
parameter is also useful when selecting
distributions. A distribution may fit the data
very well but have parameters with high
coefficients, which may suggest it would be
unstable in a stochastic model.

Parmar and Cane’s GIRO presentation will take this

1.8
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32%

theoretical study further and talk about the practical
pitfalls they encountered in their study of the UK motor
market when they analysed claims that constituted
approximately 60% of the market.
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Arts

arts@the-actuary.org.uk

Sonal Shah

Primate numbers
Sonal Shah enjoys a night of laughs and learning at the Uncaged Monkeys science show

I

n April and May this year the hugely
popular Uncaged Monkeys show toured
the UK, with the subtitle of ‘the first
ever national science tour celebrating
the universe and many of the wonders
that lie within it’. The show was a fusion
of stand-up comedy and mini-lectures
on various subjects that the presenters
were clearly passionate about, providing
abundant laughs and a plethora of
amazing facts.
Robin Ince was an excellent compere. His
most memorable quote was that every time
you are stuck on a train, just look outside
the window and marvel at the fact that
in that view you can see more life than is
known to exist anywhere else in our solar
system (this doesn’t quite work when stuck
on the underground!). Ince provided an
entertaining entrée and subsequent witty
fillers throughout the show.
Professor Brian Cox radiated charisma
and intellect when he took control of the
stage, true to his already much-publicised
blend of brains and beauty. He eloquently
and untiringly lectured on the Big Bang,
relativity, particle physics and the Large
Hadron Collider (mockingly referred
to as a “black hole machine” by Ince,
given the protests from the public upon
its opening). Cox’s fascination with the
cosmos was palpable, and one couldn’t help
but be drawn into the space-time web of
wonderment. He even managed to make
the concept of time travel comprehensible.

Professor Brian Cox
made two appearances
during the show

More abstruse, however, were the long
formulae displayed that attempted to
explain the matter structure of our universe.
Simon Singh started his act playing
Led Zeppelin’s ‘Stairway to Heaven’,
first in its usual form and then backwards
with the song’s alleged hidden Satanic
references displayed on screen,
demonstrating that our minds interpret
observations differently depending on
the expectations we have been set.
The point of this experiment was to convey
that we should question without having
preconceived ideas. He also electrocuted a
gherkin onstage to show the orange glow due
to its high sodium content when explaining
how we can experimentally determine the
type of light we should see from stars.
Matt Parker — a stand-up mathematician
and self-titled ‘number ninja’ with a
wonderfully relaxed style on stage —
performed some maths tricks, with one
involving figuring out the last number of a
barcode. In the post-interval Q&A session
someone asked him what number she was
thinking of, to which he quipped “a rational
one” then proceeded to explain that actually
it ought to be an irrational one given that
there are more irrational numbers than
rational ones.
A welcome break in the heavy
material was the musical performance
by comedienne Helen Arney, who sang a
couple of charmingly curious songs while
playing the ukulele. It was refreshing to

listen to a female physicist’s unique take on
the oddities of our universe.
Writer Alan Moore offered a different
angle, discussing more arcane and far-fetched
potential consequences of modern science.
He provided some very funny material
around snake worship (linked to Paris
Hilton!) and the possibility that our universe
could be a computer simulation of someone
else’s, which in turn may be a computer
simulation of someone else’s, and so on.
Psychologist Richard Wiseman used
wit and PowerPoint in equal measures to
illustrate optical illusions that can rather
distort the view of reality. His parting
remark on the ‘many-worlds’ theory was
that if you think you are unhappy in this
world, there may be an unhappier you
elsewhere in another universe.
The penultimate presenter, before the
second appearance by Brian Cox, was
Dr Ben Goldacre, who gave an impassioned
delivery on understanding the biases present
in various scientific studies. He mentioned
unbalanced pharmaceutical drug trials
where a drug is favourably compared to rival
ones or its predecessors by using different/
incorrect dosages to manipulate the results.
He explained how some tabloids publish
unfounded stories on the correlation
between certain food items and certain
diseases. Showing a graph of a funnel plot,
he demonstrated how the results of certain
studies may have been truncated so as to
show only the flattering findings.
He referred to this as “publisher’s bias”,
with his punchline being that this plot had
actually come from a study on biases present
in the results shown by publishers, thus the
irony of finding a publisher’s bias in a study
on publishers’ biases.
Brian Cox made the final appearance,
leaving us with the picture Pale Blue Dot
that was taken by Voyager 1 as it looked
back on Earth, accompanied by a recording
by the astronomer Carl Sagan. This finale
of the tiny pixel representing Earth as a
mere speck in the cosmos was a humbling
and fitting ending to a rather long but most
definitely awe-inspiring evening.
Sonal Shah is a general insurance actuary working
in the Prudential Insurance Risk Department at the

© University of Manchester Schools & Colleges
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Coffee break

July prize puzzle

The scars

Each of the phrases below is a clue to a series of connected
answers — all of which are missing a character. Example clue:
The hepatic secretion. Answer (if the connection was ‘books’,
which it isn’t): The Bi(b)le.
1. Observed
2. 20 cwt
3. Famous racing driver
4. Softwood vehicles
5. Exclusively for you to approve
6. Buzz off!
7. Mute and brownish
8. A mechanical primate
9. An eyrie
10. The adult males

Puzzles

For a chance to win a £50 Amazon voucher, please email your
solutions complete with explanations and tie-breaker to
puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk by 16 July 2011.

11. He’s a competent fella
12. Meeting with soft cheese
13. It’s the risk if you are betting on odd
14. What you might do if you have issues at work
15. One day, when it was raining
16. A George Osborne doll
17. When I retire, I won’t emigrate here
18. The fifth element and Independence day
19. 101 Dalmatians?
20. The day after tomorrow?

Tie-breaker: devise your own question. Creativity will be valued more highly than obscurity.

Terms and conditions
The prize will be awarded for the most complete entry received before the closing date. In the event of a tie the tie-breaker question will apply.
The winner’s name will be announced in the next edition. Please note that the puzzles editor’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered
into. We reserve the right to feature the winner’s name and a photo (if supplied) in The Actuary, and to use any tie-breaker entries in future puzzles.
Your details will not be passed to any third party in connection with this draw.

Puzzle 476

Strike a light!

In each of the diagrams below, move exactly three different matches. You must finish with the number of shapes specified, and all
of the matches must be included in at least one of the shapes.
1. Move three matches to leave six squares
2. Move three matches to leave six triangles

1

2

Puzzle 477

Mental arithmetic

A trick question. It’s a simple enough puzzle to find an odd
number and an even number such that if you take two from the
former and three from the latter you get the same result.
But what if that result is even?

Puzzle 478

Board?

June prize winner

Placing eight queens on a chessboard so that none of them
could move to a square occupied by another queen is a famous
old puzzle (although you might want to try it yourself).
But what about other chess pieces — what is the maximum
number of knights which can be similarly placed? And the
number of bishops?

Congratulations to June’s winner, Paul Pearson of Police Mutual.
June solutions can be found at www.TheActuary.com/puzzles

July solutions will be published in the next edition

WANT TO JOIN OUR TEAM?
We are looking for a new puzzles editor to replace the
outgoing Tom Bratcher. If interested, please email
puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk

www.TheActuary.com

MORE PUZZLES ONLINE
To access the puzzles archive, visit www.TheActuary.com/
puzzles. The puzzles editor is pleased to receive ideas for

new puzzles from readers at puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk
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Student page

Matthew Welsh

Follow @TheActuaryMag
on Twitter

Join The Actuary’s
LinkedIn group

In his opening column, Matthew Welsh says it’s time to consider risk and reward when it
comes to studying

Summertime blues
So, it’s July.
Staring disconsolately at the orange book
on my desk, I know that the dust having
cheerfully settled on it in the last few months
is going to transfer to my fingertips too soon.
Mr Motivator, I’m not. Apart from neon
green spandex not being my thing (I am
helpfully informed), it is difficult to accept
that now is the time to start studying for my
next exam. Of course, there will be those
of you who can’t understand why I am not
already starting my second read-through.
Indeed, I have flicked through the odd
chapter, but the fact remains — the doorstop
of paper currently held in several lever-arch
folders is still very crisp.
I have definitely lost the desire for
manic study that sustained me for the first
few sittings. I need help. I want to pass,
of course, but I want to work less than
previously to pass this sitting. Don’t gasp in
horror, I am not naïve enough — or, sadly,
smart enough — to think I can wing it.
I’ll still need to work hard. I just need
strategies that will reduce desk time while
allowing a chance of passing. Inevitably,
these will increase the risk of failure.
Discussing this with fellow students

has dug up some ideas that will hopefully
give me more time over the barbecue than
last summer:
n Ignore the Q&A bank. ActEd says that
the Q&A bank is set at an easier standard
than the exams, so why risk lowering your
expectations?
n Only read the core reading. This reduces
reading time and, some would argue,
makes the reading flow better.
n Don’t answer questions in preparation.
Read the model answer so you can
recreate it.
n Look at the topics covered in previous
past papers and only focus on the most
frequent. This avoids peripheral parts of
the course.
n Look at topics that have not come
up for a while. Take a punt on them
being revisited
n Ignore the most recent past paper.
Surely they’re not going to ask the same
questions again?
Okay, confession time. I can think of
more ways to cut study time but it’s easy
to come up with counter-arguments to
the points already raised. Underlying each
rebuttal is the idea that there is no substitute
Matthew Welsh struggles
to find motivation

for thorough and careful preparation.
Now that I’ve burst that bubble, I can
perhaps still motivate myself through the
next few months of (full) preparation with a
few well-chosen carrots.
It should be easy to think up suitable
rewards: finish a past paper and have a
Chomp (if I do well, a Curly Wurly);
finish a Q&A bank, pop to the cinema or
spend an hour on ‘Call of Duty’ (if you
do not know what that is, it’s probably a
good thing. Particularly at exam time).
Incentives should act to make my
studying easier, right? Yes, except…
There was a study carried out to test the
use of extrinsic rewards as a way of aiding
motivation. In it, two groups of children
were asked to draw pictures. One group
would get small rewards for completing
a drawing (the reward was extrinsic) and
the other group got nothing when they
completed a drawing (the activity itself was
the reward, intrinsically).
The study found that, after a couple of
weeks, the group that received the rewards
became focused on receiving the next
reward rather than actually drawing.
The result was that they produced fewer
pictures, more slowly and to a lesser
standard than those for whom the activity
was the reward in itself (Lepper et al, 1973).
I guess rewards are fine — I just
need to be careful the reward does not
overshadow the fact that each extra nugget
of understanding and, ultimately, passing
the exam is supposed to be the real reward.
Maybe the best way to reward myself is to
do it when I qualify. Like the person who,
once qualified and went to Hong Kong
for the weekend as a pat on the back.
Now, where’s my suitcase?
Matthew Welsh works as a GI reserving actuary
for Zurich Financial Services
The views in this article are those of the author and
not the Profession
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AOTF/Book review

Actuary of the future
Stephanie Booth
Employer and area
of work
Lane, Clark & Peacock
— Investment.

How would your best friend
describe you?
After asking them, they said that I was a
good agony aunt but have a really bad
taste in films.

What motivates you?
Learning something new every day.

What would be your personal
motto?
“If it’s meant to be…”

How do you relax away from the
office?
Reading Vogue.

Alternative career choice?
I think I would have been a fashion
buyer at Selfridges.

What is your most ‘actuarial’ habit?
My need to have a plan for everything.

What is your most treasured
possession?
Probably my degree. It took a lot to get
it and I met some of the most amazing
people along the way.

Tell us something unusual about
yourself
I was an extra in the film Glorious 39
and got to meet Bill Nighy and
David Tennant; both were lovely.

Greatest risk you have ever taken?
I would have to say moving away from
my family to live in London with my
other half.

If you ruled the world, what would
you change first?
I would introduce compulsory
cake Fridays.

WHO WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SEE FEATURED HERE?
If you would like to nominate someone
for Actuary of the Future, please e-mail
AOTF@the-actuary.org.uk

www.TheActuary.com

Book review
Nick Silver reviews Jimmy Stewart is dead:
Ending the world’s ongoing financial plague
with limited purpose banking
by Laurence Kotlikoff
The title is a reference to the classic film
It’s a Wonderful Life where the hero/
manager of a small town bank, played by
James Stewart, is faced with a run during
the Great Depression. He persuades his
depositors that although the bank cannot
honour their deposits due to lending to
other parties, these people are decent
folk whom he knows personally and who
he insists will pay them back as long as
no-one panics and tries to withdraw their
money at the same time.
Professor Kotlikoff argues that such
bank managers are no more, yet banks
are regulated as if Mr Stewart was still in
charge. Instead, a huge amount of power is
wielded by people such as Dick Fulds and
Jimmy Cayne, who are not qualified to
understand their banks’ operations,
and are (according to Kotlikoff) sharks.
His point is that these scoundrels have
been gambling in a ‘heads they win, tails
the taxpayer loses’ manner. His second
point is that there are no firewalls — if one
bank goes down, the whole lot go down.
His solution is limited purpose banking
(LPB), where all financial institutions —
banks, hedge funds, insurance companies
— are turned into mutual funds, regulated
by one super-regulator, the Federal
Financial Authority (FFA), whose only
Herculean task is to independently rate all
assets. For example, if you want a mortgage,
you go to an intermediary who arranges
it for you. Your rating is then assessed by
the FFA and your mortgage is auctioned
off to a mutual fund. This fund is managed
by an ex-bank but sold off to third parties.
An investor has the choice of an almost
infinite array of funds, but the point of the
exercise is that it’s all transparent so you
know exactly what you are investing, the
bank assumes no risk at all, it acts purely
as administrator and, while an individual

fund can go bust, there is Jimmy Stewart is
dead: Ending the
no contagion.
world’s ongoing
Kotlikoff argues that
financial plague is
such a radical solution is
published by
needed. Will LPB work?
John Wiley & Sons.
Kotlikoff doesn’t give us
RRP £18.99
enough to go on. While
he goes through a lot of possible objections,
for me he misses the big ones.
Banks borrow short and lend long.
They don’t do this out of some perversity,
but because people want instant access to
their money and want to pay back their
mortgages over a longer period of time.
However, some people will want to borrow
long but they will only be a small fraction
of the monies lent out by banks, so LPB
would effectively abolish banks
and credit would dry up almost totally.
With mutual funds, you get herd-like
behaviour following indexes or fashion.
LPB would turn the entire financial system
into a mega-herd that would rush into and
out of economies and sectors, acting as a
giant wrecking ball.
Another problem would be the
transition. Over recent years debt
and money supply have increased
exponentially, leading to most of our
common troubles. Martin Wolf argues
that the economy has become like a
single commodity — the commodity
being financial services. LPB would indeed
rebalance our economy. However, because
our economy relies so heavily on the sector,
the transition would be unimaginably
painful. Unfortunately, Kotlikoff chose not
to address this — instead detailing how
Jimmy Cayne was playing bridge while his
company Bear Stearns folded. Shocking and
wryly amusing but a wasted opportunity.
Nick Silver is a director of
Callund Consulting Limited

Pricing Actuaries in Life & Health

•Download now

Build actuarial models in 20 minutes using Orbit actuarial software.
•Products include •term life •income protection •critical illness •variable annuity
•Easy to use as no programming is required, just actuarial pricing assumptions
•Can be used to perform reasonableness checks on existing actuarial models
www.modulefinance.com

contact@modulefinance.com
July 2011
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Appointments

Sponsored by

People moves

J.P. Morgan Asset Management has
recently appointed Paul Sweeting to a
newly created senior role. Mr Sweeting
is now European head of its strategic
investment advisory group, with
responsibility for providing institutional
clients with tailored advice, analysis
and education on asset allocation, risk
management and investment strategies.
Mr Sweeting, who previously held
positions at Munich Re and Fidelity, will
continue to work as professor of actuarial
science at the University of Kent. He is
also a council member of the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries.

headed Munich Re
Brazil’s Life and
Health operations.
He also sits on the
board of directors
of the Society of
Actuaries.
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Gavin Palmer

Norbert Fullerton

Ronald Poon Affat

KPMG has
announced the
following recent
senior hires:
Gavin Palmer has
joined as a partner
in the Life actuarial
team. Mr Palmer
has expertise in life
insurance company
transactions
and flotations,
with-profits
restructuring,
risk-linked
securities and
retirement
risk transfer
transactions
services throughout
Europe. He joins
from Towers
Watson where he
was a managing
director for
11 years, and

previously worked
at London and
Manchester
Assurance.
Miriam Bell
joins from
Oliver Wyman and
has experience in
the mutual life
assurance sector.
She has also
worked on advising
clients on preparing
for Solvency II.
Ms Bell previously
worked for
Lehman Brothers.

Mr Fullerton held
various senior
roles at
Towers Watson
and was a senior
investment
consultant with
expertise in
advising pension
scheme sponsors
and trustees on
their funding
and investment
strategies. He has
also worked at
Mercer.

July 2011

Norbert Fullerton
has been appointed
as director,
consulting and
advisory services,
EMEA at Russell
Investments. Prior to
his appointment,

Ronald Poon Affat
has assumed the
post of executive
director, technical
and actuarial at
Tempo Assist in
Sao Paulo.
Previously,
Mr Poon Affat

Andy Halsey
has joined ABB
Asea Brown Boveri
in Zurich as a
pensions executive.
Mr Halsey was
previously a senior
international
consultant at
Towers Watson in
the UK.

Have you moved?
Please send news of moves,
promotions, retirements and
appointments to peoplemoves@
the-actuary.org.uk

Change of address
Please remember to update your
details on the Profession’s website
at www.actuaries.org.uk/members/
transactions

Forward features
in The Actuary
The Actuary’s team welcomes contributions
from members or contacts in and around
the profession.
Below is a list of themes for the next
few months along with the deadline for
submission. If you would like to contribute,
please contact Tracey Brown at features@
the-actuary.org.uk with suggestions.
For a full list of 2011 issue themes,
visit www.TheActuary.com/875190

September 2011 (Published 25 August,
editorial deadline 15 July,
advertising deadline 9 August)
■ Reinsurance
■ Environment
■ Modelling and software

October 2011 (Published 29 September,
AEGON UK has
announced the
appointment of
Jim Ewing to the
role of chief actuary
within its senior
leadership team.
Mr Ewing will
be responsible
for delivering
the firm’s capital
management
requirements
and managing
its Solvency II
programme,
and will join
the insurance

editorial deadline 12 August,
advertising deadline 13 September)
■ Careers: graduate
■ Risk management
■ Mortality/longevity

November 2011 (Published 27
October, editorial deadline 16 September,
advertising deadline 11 October)
■ Solvency II
■ Pensions
■ Careers: new fields

executive committee.
He joins from
Lloyds Banking
Group, where he

held the position
of Solvency II
director for the
insurance division.

www.TheActuary.com

Appointments
www.theactuaryjobs.com
To advertise your vacancies in the magazine and online please contact:
Melanie Jacob, Tel: +44 (0)20 7316 9618, E-mail: melanie.jacob@incisivemedia.com

High Finance Group

www.highfinancegroup.co.uk

Specialist Recruiters

Life

Financial Risk Specialist

Pricing Actuary / Actuarial Analyst

Life

Up to £140k + Bonus + Benefits
London

Up to £75k + Bonus + Benefits
London

A leading UK insurer is looking to appoint a Financial Risk Specialist to
strengthen their CRO function. Working closely with the Board and the
Senior Executive at Group level, the role requires a person with
credit/market risk experience and a thorough appreciation of what
risk means in the context of a Life Insurer. You will be a dynamic and
commercial individual who will be excited by future projects around
potential M&A transactions or product innovation. CB7490

A niche insurer is seeking a technically strong, confident individual to
join the Pricing Team. Reporting to the Head of Pricing, you will be
responsible for the delivery of new business quotations and re-prices,
as well as assisting with special projects and researching / developing
areas of pricing. You will be a nearly/newly qualified actuary with
knowledge of UK Life Products, be a team player and able to interact
with stakeholders at all levels. CB6897

Private Equity / M&A Actuary

New Business Start Up

Life

Life

Up to £100k + Bonus + Benefits
London or New York

Up to £65k + Benefits + Bonus
London

Fantastic opportunity to join an M&A house on the acquisition trail in
the US. They are searching for a Life Actuary with knowledge of US
Life Insurance and specifically US GAAP to be involved in the detail of
the deals. The right person will thrive in a challenging, changing and
trusted environment where considerable responsibility and
ownership will be handed to you from the outset. CB6526

Join the new global European Life business of this Global insurer. They
are seeking an intuitive and career minded nearly / newly qualified
Actuary to gain exposure across the business including Solvency 2
and product development. You will be exposed to new responsibilities
everyday whilst working side by side with the Chief Actuary. GB7889

Modelling Specialist Consultant

Insurance Risk Actuary

Life

Life

£25k – £40k + Bonus + Benefits
London

£12ok - £150k + Bonus + Benefits
London

This global consultancy is seeking part qualified actuaries with a
keen interest in the technical software that supports life actuarial
models. Headed up by recognised industry leaders, this prolific
modelling team meets the needs of their expansive client base with
precise tailored solutions. Applicants require strong communication
skills and a passion for developing their technical know-how. JE1657

Following the recent CRO appointment the client is looking to
strengthen their Risk function with the appointment of a high profile
actuary into the team. The candidate will have a broad range of
experience and the gravitas to represent Risk at Board level.
Insurance Risk is recognised is a highly technical area and requires
articulation across different areas of the organisation. Ref MD Search

Pensions to Life Insurance

Solvency 2 Life Actuary

Life

Life

£30k - £60k + Bonus + Benefits
Various

Around £130K + Bonus + Benefits
Madrid, Spain

Fantastic opportunities exist for Pensions Actuaries to move into a
variety of opportunities across the life insurance sector. We are
currently working with niche firms, international insurers and
well-known consultancies who are interested in speaking to
actuarial students and qualified actuaries about a full range of
opportunities from financial reporting to ALM. MW8208

We are looking for a senior English speaking Solvency 2 Actuary to
join an international team. Following CEIOPS and Group guidelines,
you will lead the QIS process going forward involving key
stakeholders (local CFO’s, senior management) reporting directly to
Group Risk Management and supporting local entities. A unique
opportunity to join a major insurer in Europe. DB1213

Life
Clare Bethell: 020 7337 8829
Graeme Braidwood: 020 7337 8820
Jack Eccles: 020 7337 1208

clare@highfinancegroup.co.uk
graeme@highfinancegroup.co.uk
jack@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Europe

Executive Search

Damien Bernard: 020 7337 1206
damien@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Mark Dainty: 020 7337 8816
mark@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Actuarial | Finance | Governance | IT | Insurance | Solvency II

020 7337 8800
www.jobs.the-actuary.org.uk

actuarial@highfinancegroup.co.uk

www.highfinancegroup.co.uk
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Darwin Rhodes’ well
established UK Actuarial
recruitment team is based
in the heart of the City on
Cornhill, and has been
helping actuaries find new
roles throughout the UK and
Europe since 1996. We work
across Non-life, Life, Pensions
and Investments at all levels
from student actuaries to
Partner and Chief Actuary.
We offer our clients a range
of services including retained
search, advertised search
and selection, and contingent
solutions - on a permanent
and contract basis.
Our candidates benefit
from our experienced and
long serving consultants
who offer a consultative,
discreet, and 100%
transparent service.

For more information regarding
contract or permanent
recruitment in the UK and
Europe please contact;
General enquiries
actuarial@darwinrhodes.com

UK

Ben Whalley:
b.whalley@darwinrhodes.com

Europe

Michael Lixenberg:
m.lixenberg@darwinrhodes.com

Life UK
c.chowne@darwinrhodes.com
j.walker@darwinrhodes.com
a.byrne@darwinrhodes.com

Non Life UK
a.hill@darwinrhodes.com
p.wernham@darwinrhodes.com
c.carroll@darwinrhodes.com

Pensions & Investments UK
b.whalley@darwinrhodes.com
d.symonds@darwinrhodes.com

Germany
z.ali@darwinrhodes.com

France & Spain
m.vinard@darwinrhodes.com

Switzerland
m.lixenberg@darwinrhodes.com

Pricing Actuary/Underwriter
London
Six figures + excellent bonus
Bermuda domiciled reinsurer has a rare opportunity
for an Actuary to make the move into an underwriting
role. Reporting to the CUO you will be responsible for
pricing individual contracts for the P&C reinsurance
books. With an Actuarial background, not necessarily
qualified, you must have proven P&C pricing
experience, either direct or RI and be a selfstarter
with the ability to work autonomously when required.
Excellent opportunity to take your career in a new and
exciting direction.
Ref: APW 5360
Chief Actuary
Non-life
Dublin
Excellent salary + benefits
A specialist motor insurer operating in Europe,
Australia and New Zealand is seeking an
experienced non-life actuary to lead their actuarial
function. This role will set the strategy for the
actuarial team and be responsible for all reserving,
pricing, capital modelling and applicable Solvency
II work. Individuals will ideally have significant
post-qualified experience and have operated in a
management position previously. Those looking to
step up into this role will also be considered. An
excellent opportunity to make a real impact within
this organization.
Ref: AAH5365
Covenant Expert
Boutique Corporate Advisory Practice
London
6 figure base salary + most generous bonus
structure in the sector
Our client is a fast growing independent corporate
advisory practice – seeking a senior level hire with
covenant expertise. This is a unique opportunity
to be part of a team that systematically
challenges ‘off-the-shelf’ solutions, driven by
results, rather than by the ‘ticking clock’. They
have grown considerably in a short space of time,
and are now seeking an additional hire to add to
the considerable intellectual capital already on
board. If you have a genuine desire to be part of
an innovative team, with an excellent career path
– this should not be missed.
Ref: BW 2978
Syndicate Actuary
London
6 figure basic salary + bens
A new and exciting opportunity within the Lloyd’s
market has arisen for a non-life actuary. You will
ideally be a qualified actuary (or close to qualification)
and be looking for the next step up. This is a number
2 role to the Chief Actuary but you will be acting
as syndicate actuary as this global reinsurance
company gains Lloyds approval. Excellent exposure
to senior management and the opportunity to
really get involved in strategic thinking. Current
business written includes A&H, property, marine and
contingency lines on the company side and A&H
and contingency for the syndicate.
Ref: CS 5196

Life Actuary
Market & ALM Risk Analyst – English speaking
Switzerland
Competitive salary, bonus and benefits package
Ensuring market and ALM risks are adequately
reported and managed within our client’s
global businesses, challenging and offering
recommendations to improve both the processes
and risk profiles. You will be expected to assist
in the review and enhancement of local risk
processes to ensure Solvency II compliance. You
will promote risk management policies throughout
the Group’s European offices. You should have
at least 3 years of relevant work experience
gained in an actuarial consultancy or a (re)insurer.
You should have a good understanding of ALM
techniques and the use of derivatives for hedging
purposes. Working in a small dynamic team, a
high proficiency in written and oral communication
skills is also essential.
Ref : EML5302
Head of Entity Reporting
West Midlands
up to £110,000 + benefits
Pivotal role reporting to the Head of Business
Planning, reviewing consolidated MCEV, Pillar
1, Pillar 2 and IFRS results and disclosures,
drafting commentary in line with Group reporting
instructions, taking ownership of the reporting
features that span all funds and actuarial
assumption setting. You will be a qualified life
assurance actuary with relevant post qualification
experience, with a good understanding of
financial reporting practices and guidelines,
capable of leading a small team, with a high level
of personal credibility and technical knowledge.
Ref: ACC5207
Solvency II Capital & IM Actuary
Perm or Contract
South
£ negotiable
Challenging role developing and maintaining
Capital models, including Solvency I; RCM, ICA
and Solvency II RM, Standard Formula and Internal
Model. The role will involve the development of
methodology and parameterisation, statistical
valuation model redesign and capital. Identification
of key risks; design and implementation of control
framework, modelling the risk mitigation effects of
hedging instruments and reinsurance. Validation
and back testing of Standard Formula & Internal
Model. The candidate will be a Nearly or Qualified
Actuary with solid relevant work experience.
Ref: ACC5147

www.ipsgroup.co.uk/actuarial
ACTUARIAL

Life Reporting Actuary

Chief Actuary – Middle East & Africa

£100,000 + Bonus & Benefits

– Munich

£130,000 + Bonus & Benefits

– South Africa

This leading global life insurer currently requires an experienced, qualified
actuary to join the life actuarial team based in Munich. With responsibility
for group level financial reporting from the business units across the globe,
the successful candidate will have substantial knowledge of IFRS/USGAAP,
good communication, personal planning and organisation skills and be
able to show initiative in applying good problem solving and analytical
skills. Overall the successful candidate will be enthusiastic, inquisitive and
adaptable with between four and eight years’ experience.
Contact: Ivan.Clarke@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref:IJC473553

Leading general insurer currently seeks a Chief Actuary with responsibility
for the MEA region. Reporting to the CFO, the Chief Actuary will be
responsible for the management and development of the actuarial team and
provide expert actuarial insight and advice to both local and regional
management. The successful candidate will be a fully qualified actuary with
at least eight years’ experience in a non-life actuarial environment. You will
have experience of working as part of a global network and be comfortable
working in a multi-cultural environment.
Contact: Ivan.Clarke@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: IJC473760

Solvency II – Contract

Transactions Director – Corporate Pensions

To £1000 per day

– London

Top Quartile Salary + Bonus & Benefits

– London

Six month contract for a leading London based insurance provider; supporting the
current actuarial team and the Group Actuary on key deliverables for the
Solvency II project. This will include; technical provisioning, documentation and
sensitivity testing of the internal models.You will be required to engage with other
members of the Solvency II Policy & Methodology team (including consultants or
contractors) to refine areas of each other’s designs, to improve the overall quality
of the design and documentation of the Solvency II solution and to agree
implementation plans.
Contact: Ivan.Clarke@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: IJC473577

Due to the upturn in the M & A advisory market, this major international
advisory business is looking to add an experienced and senior resource to
its corporate advisory unit. Candidates will be qualified actuaries with at
least five years post qualified experience of advising both listed and nonlisted firms on the financial and risk implications and consequences of a
corporate transaction on their pension schemes. It is likely this experience
will come from one of the ‘Big 4’ or perhaps from the specialist corporate
advisory unit of one of the major pensions consulting firms.
Contact: Anthony.Chitnis@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: Z474198

Global Specialty

Consulting Leader – Employee Benefits

£90,000 + Benefits

– London

Global Specialty strategic business unit of this leading global Insurer.
Support underwriters and financial controllers maintaining strong
relationships with claims, reinsurance and IT departments. Lines of business
include large specialty accounts. The candidate will build actuarial
valuations, support the budget process and assist in global insurance
projects. You will deal with US GAAP, SEC financial requirements, UK
GAAP regulatory framework and the Lloyd’s platform. The candidate will be
responsible for Solvency II technical provisions.
Contact: Ivan.Clarke@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: IJC474186

Competitive Package

– South East Asia

International consulting firm which advises multinational and domestic
employers on their employee benefit programmes wishes to appoint an
experienced manager to lead and develop a team of EB consultants. This
person would be responsible for leading major accounts and developing
new business. Candidates will be qualified with at least 5 years pqe
advising multinational clients on Benefit programmes preferably in a
consulting environment. Experience in the region would be advantageous.
Contact: Anthony.Chitnis@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: Z472657

Part Qualified Pensions Student

Nearly/Newly Qualified Actuary

£ Competitive Salary

£45,000 - £65,000 + Benefits

– North of London

I'm now recruiting for an employee benefit consultancy that has an
excellent reputation in the market. This role will be based within
commutable distance from London, and represents a wise career move
from a career development perspective as the training is second to none.
You will work on a range of trustee and corporate clients and will be
checking the work of more junior colleagues. Given the location this is a
tempting move to make if you are looking for more of a work/life balance.
Contact: Simon.Arthur@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: SA472744

– London

If you are approaching qualification or have already completed your
studies, this opportunity could provide you with fresh impetus. The work will
involve providing advice to trustee and corporate clients covering a wide
range of projects within a commercial and dynamic environment. If you are
currently working for a UK pensions consultancy or within a big four
corporate pensions team but feel your opportunities for career progression
are limited, then please call me to discuss this role.
Contact: Simon.Arthur@ipsgroup.co.uk – London Office
Ref: SA474173

London Office: IPS Group, Lloyd’s Avenue House, 6 Lloyd’s Avenue, London, EC3N 3ES
Tel: 020 7481 8686 Fax: 020 7481 8660 Email: actuarial@ipsgroup.co.uk
Leeds Office: IPS Group, 8 St Paul’s Street, Leeds, LS1 2LE
Tel: 0113 202 1577 Fax: 0113 202 1598 Email: actuarial@ipsgroup.co.uk

More jobs online at www.theactuaryjobs.com

Schroders is an independent, specialist global asset manager with circa
£200bn under management worldwide. Our head office is in London and
we have a presence in all of the major investment markets worldwide.
Insurance Asset Management is a specialist business team within Schroders charged with developing and supporting
relationships with institutional insurance clients.
An opportunity has arisen for an experienced qualified actuary to join the team to focus on designing and maintaining
liability-aware investment solutions for insurance clients.
Responsibilities will include:
-

Analysing insurance company liability streams and balance sheet risks
Liaising with Schroders’ investment teams to design capital efficient Asset Liability Modelling investment solutions
Ensuring investment solutions always meet regulatory and capital requirements
Developing and maintaining relationships with key clients

The candidate will have gained experience in a life office or life consultancy environment, have an understanding of investment
portfolio construction and design, including the use of derivatives, and be well versed in insurance regulatory requirements.
As you will be working in a dynamic multi-disciplinary environment, strong interpersonal and technical skills, together with the
initiative, drive and enthusiasm to help drive the business forward are essential.
In addition, an opportunity has also arisen for an experienced qualified actuary to join the team to assist with the development
of liability-aware investment solutions for our clients. The role will involve providing support to the team by contributing to the
development of investment solutions, conducting research into insurance markets and regulatory developments, and contributing
to preparation of presentation material.
To apply for this role please go to www.schroders.com/careers or contact Paul Forshaw, Head of Insurance Asset
Management directly at paul.forshaw@schroders.com
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www.ojassociates.com

General Insurance - UK
Head of Actuarial
London

Rick Davis
£180,000 + Bonus + Bens

CRO - ERM
London

Paul Francis
£170,000 + Bonus + Bens

A leading reinsurance business requires an experienced non-life actuary to
lead a very highly-regarded actuarial team. The successful applicant will
have strong technical skills, previous man management experience and the
ability to operate as a thought leader across the business.

Actuary with defined leadership skills is required to work with a growing
global insurance entity with a Lloyd’s business platform. You will work
closely with the board to define and mitigate all business risks and manage
senior frontline managers across the enterprise.

Chief Actuary

Head of Risk & Capital
UK Wide

Jamie Howard

London

£150,000 + Bonus + Bens

My client is seeking an experienced actuary to manage a growing team. You
must have broad set of actuarial disciplines and manage a medium sized
team of analysts and qualified actuaries in the capital, reserving and pricing
arenas. Position vacant due to internal promotion.

Actuarial Manager - Capital
London

Paul Francis
£140,000 + Bonus + Bens

Jamie Howard
£140,000 + Bonus + Bens

A multinational insurer is seeking an experienced actuary to manage and
implement innovative uses for the internal model. You must have previous
experience of working at a strategic management level with board contact,
and expertise within enterprise risk in general insurance.

Divisional Actuary
London

Rick Davis
£100,000 + Bonus + Bens

Senior actuary required to manage the capital team of a leading entity. You
will work closely with the risk functions and work with senior managers to
effectively embed the model and link pricing activities into the model
output. This is a strategic business role rather than modelling.

A top London Market employer requires a non-life actuary to manage all
actuarial support to a key division of their business. You will complete
pricing, reserving and capital duties while managing a small team. Requires
strong communication skills.

Capital/Risk Analyst

Junior Actuarial Analyst
London

London

Ben Pitt
£55,000 + Bonus + Bens

A leading London Market business requires two part-qualified actuaries
with GI experience for their Risk Analytics team. Expert training in leading
software will be provided where required. You will benefit from excellent
study support, a good work/life balance and superb career prospects.

Ben Pitt
£45,000 + Bonus + Bens

A superb role for a junior actuary within the London Market division of a
global insurer. Exposure to all areas of actuarial work is guaranteed, as well
as unrivalled training and day-to-day interaction with the most senior team
members. Must have desire to learn plus good communication skills.

Ireland, Continental Europe & Asia
Appointed Actuary
Zürich, Switzerland

Emma Gilbert
CHF200,000 + Bonus + Bens

Financial Reporting Manager
Clare Nash
Dublin
€120,000 + Bonus + Bens

A prestigious insurer in Zurich is looking for an experienced actuary to lead
the actuarial area, reporting into the CFO. You should have strong
commercial lines experience and Reserving skills. An understanding of
insurance Risk Management as well as Solvency II is also needed.

Are you looking for your next senior position? My client, a leading Global
insurer, seeks an experienced actuary with a broad range of technical skills
to be a key player within their expanding business. Candidates must possess
a solid technical background and strong commercial awareness.

Head of Risk CE
Brussels

Senior Reserving GI
Germany

Julien Fabius
€100,000 + Bonus + Bens

Phu Le-Ngoc
€90,000 + Bonus + Bens

Market leading insurer seeks a Head of Risk - Central Europe to define a
framework for the risk function within the local entities, region and group.
This individual will be responsible for a team of 2 employees and actively
participate in implementing Solvency II requirements within the business.

My client is looking for a senior reserving actuary with sound technical
expertise, and a proven track record as a project leader. Variety of work
across all business lines and involvement in Solvency II.

General Insurance - UK
Rick Davis
rick.davis@ojassociates.com
Paul Francis
paul.francis@ojassociates.com
Jamie Howard
jamie.howard@ojassociates.com
Ben Pitt
ben.pitt@ojassociates.com

Life Insurance - UK
Clare Nash
clare.nash@ojassociates.com
Patrick Flanagan
patrick.flanagan@ojassociates.com
Harriet Hall
harriet.hall@ojassociates.com
David Parker
david.parker@ojassociates.com

0207 649 9353
0207 649 9469
0207 310 8725
0207 310 8719

0207 649 9350
0207 649 9355
0207 310 8783
0131 278 0133

More jobs online at www.theactuaryjobs.com

Hedge Fund Analyst, Central London

Senior Investment Consultant, Central London

£35,000 - £40,000 plus Bonus
Ref: MJB49163
A fund of hedge funds is looking to hire a Hedge Fund Analyst to
support one of its senior partners who is due to transfer to the UK
in the summer. The role will mainly be based around hedge fund
research and you will contribute to meetings, recommendations
and referencing. The ideal candidate will have experience in
investment consulting with some manager research experience,
although specific hedge fund exposure is not required.
E: Matt.Bullock@goodmanmasson.com T: +44 (0)20 7324 0505

£150,000 - £200,000 plus Bonus and LTIP
Ref: MJB48759
A top tier investment consultancy is looking to add to its senior
team. You will be responsible for a portfolio of some of the largest
clients available in the market but will also be keen to develop and
win clients on your own merit. The ideal candidates will either be
at competitor companies or could be within asset management or
banking looking to switch. Strong business development and client
relationship management skills with UK DB clients are essential.
E: Matt.Bullock@goodmanmasson.com T: +44 (0)20 7324 0505

Part Qualified Pensions Actuary, Central London

Manager / Senior Manager – Consulting, All UK Locations

£35,000 - £55,000
Ref: ME39111
Our client is looking to hire a part-qualified actuary to join an
expanding pensions department in London. The role offers a variety
of work mainly due to the company’s recent change in structure,
allowing students to become more involved in consultative aspects,
providing early client contact and opportunities to attend client
meetings. There are 10 specialist teams in London, which you can
work in either full or part time, providing greater diversity. You will
benefit from a 50 / 50 mix of corporate and trustee work.
E: Mark.Eadsforth@goodmanmasson.com T: +44 (0)20 7019 8828

£60,000 - £120,000
Ref: GM45522
This Big 4 consultancy is expanding further into all areas of its Life
business as it continues its journey to dominate this space. With
large client projects underway covering Solvency II, Modelling,
Transactions, Financial Reporting and Capital Management, this
market leading company has an opportunity for you whatever your
specialism. Ideal candidates will be qualified (or part-qualified) life
actuaries with an appetite for innovative projects in a commercial
environment. First class communication skills are essential.
E: Georgie.McGuinness@goodmanmasson.com T: +44 (0)20 7019 8863

Please contact us on 020 7336 7711 or visit www.goodmanmasson.com
Goodman Masson is an equal opportunities employer. Goodman Masson offers the services of an agency for permanent work and an employment business for temporary work.

A name you
can trust
Life and GI Hybrid
Risk Based Capital Actuary
London, six figure package
Ref: 4712157

General Insurance - Syndicate
Pricing Manager
London, to £130,000
Ref: 4603797

Life - Provider Environment
International Pricing Actuary
London, to £75,000
Ref: 4356458

GI/Non-life
Actuarial Analyst
Hertfordshire, to £80,000
Ref: 4260221

An opportunity has arisen to
lead the actuarial aspects of
a major global provider’s
Individual Capital Assessment
(ICA) and ALM, from a Risk
Based Capital standpoint.
The client will consider FIA’s
from GI or Life, with a strong
reporting background.

This major international
P&C group requires a senior
Actuary to deliver pricing strategy
for all its managed syndicates,
including: oversight of Lloyd’s
market model development,
underwriter liaison and working
with the risk team across
more than 20 insurance and
reinsurance classes.

A central London based
provider is seeking a Life
Actuary to lead a pricing
team dealing with investment,
saving, and protection products.
The role will include liaison
with the risk, marketing and
international proposition teams.
A consultancy background
would be ideal.

In this unique opportunity
you will get involved in a
wide variety of non-life actuarial
work including SII, alongside
the Pricing Manager. You will
have experience of reserving,
modelling and integrating
databases. Those who are
no longer doing the actuarial
exams will be considered.

020 7220 4774
peter.baker@reedglobal.com

020 7220 4774
peter.baker@reedglobal.com

020 7220 4774
clare.roberts@reedglobal.com

020 7220 4774
mark.keizner@reedglobal.com

Reed Specialist Recruitment Ltd is an employment agency and employment business.
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High Finance Group
Specialist Recruiters

High Finance Group is a specialist consultancy, providing Finance, Actuarial, Audit, Risk
Management, Compliance and IT Recruitment solutions to major Insurers and Asset Managers,
professional services firms and SMEs. We aim to provide a market leading recruitment service,
bridging the gap between large agencies and executive search.

Contract Recruitment
With the current Actuarial workload in the industry and with Solvency II deadlines on the horizon, the need for Interim
Actuarial professionals is at an all time high. High Finance Group is well established within the market and is
competitively placed to assist established contractors seek their next assignment; or give advice and support to
those considering a move to secure their first contract position.
As a leading provider of interim professionals to the Insurance Market; High Finance Group offers a personal service
to both clients and contractors. For more information or to speak in confidence, please call Rupa Pithiya.

Rupa Pithiya

rupa@highfinancegroup.co.uk

020 7337 1200

Life Insurance Contract Roles
Life

Risk Reporting Actuary

Capital and Internal Model Actuary

Life

Up to £1000 per day
South Coast
Initial 6 months

Up to £1200 per day
South Coast
Up to 12 months

The client is looking for a qualified actuary to be responsible for
performing detailed actuarial calculation of Economic Capital and
Risk Appetite measures.

The client is looking for senior actuaries with extensive capital
modelling experience to assist with model development in line with
Solvency 2.

Life

Prophet Developers

Financial Risk Actuary

Life

Up to £900 per day
South East
Minimum 6 months

Up to £1200 per day
South London
Up to 12 months

We are currently representing a group of clients who are seeking a
number of experienced Prophet developers with either stochastic or
deterministic modelling experience.

The client is seeking a number of qualified / part qualified actuaries
to get involved with BAU work across the business.

General Insurance Contract Roles
Igloo / ReMetrica Actuary

General

Part Qualified Actuary

General

Up to £1000 per day
London
Minimum 6 mnonths

Up to £500 per day
London
6 months subject to extension

The client is a London market insurer looking for Igloo / ReMetrica
modelling Actuaries for an initial 6 months contract. The role is to
focus on internal model development for Solvency 2.

This Lloyd’s client is looking for a part qualified / given up exams
actuary to work across all lines of business to focus on the reserving
process.

Pricing Actuary

Reserving Actuary

General

General

Up to £1000 per day
London
12 months

Up to £1000 per day
London
Minimum 6 months

The client within the Lloyd’s market is seeking a 12month contractor
with commercial lines pricing experience to manage and build pricing
models for their existing and new lines of business.

This leading Lloyd’s insurer is looking for a Reserving Actuary either
qualified or given up exams, to work on their Solvency 2 technical
provisions / P3 project as well with wider reviews of their Reserving
process for IFRS.

Actuarial | Finance | Governance | IT | Insurance | Solvency II

020 7337 8800

actuarial@highfinancegroup.co.uk

www.highfinancegroup.co.uk

More jobs online at www.theactuaryjobs.com

Senior Corporate Pensions Consultant
Manchester/London (other locations possible), £ Competitive
Our organisation is an international group of Risk Specialists and Employee Benefits Consultants and one of the largest companies of its type in the
world. JLT Pension Capital Strategies (JLTPCS) is the independent specialist corporate advisory arm of JLT, with an excellent reputation for providing
leading edge strategic advice to businesses with defined benefit pension schemes.
What we do Our focus and success comes from designing and executing highly innovative solutions for sponsors of defined benefit pension
schemes. We provide guidance to de-risk and manage down liabilities through clear strategies and precise execution. Over 4 years we have grown
revenues to over £8 million, building a client base of over 600. We see ourselves as the leading practitioner that helps sponsors take risk off the table
using our clear focus on asset, liability and risk management transactions to help them reach their end game.
The Role requires the application of a broad range of commercial and business consulting skills, which will include interaction with company boards,
presenting strategic plans, designing and implementing the complete range of liability reduction and asset management exercises, liaising with
trustee advisors and project management.
The candidate needs a strong knowledge of UK pension legislation with previous experience of advising sponsors of defined benefit pension
schemes.
We seek consultants who are self starters, with strong commercial and business skills, entrepreneurial in nature, strategic in outlook, and who possess
substantial experience in advising on end game solutions and are looking for the freedom to work on projects that deliver clear value for clients.
In return we offer a distinct and energetic working environment, a strong team ethic and a positive can do attitude approach to business and highly
attractive remuneration package within an organisation that is ambitious and growing very quickly.
This is a great opportunity for the right candidate to move into an international company.
For further information, please email Rob Dale on rob_dales@pensionstrategies.co.uk
Please apply via the JLT website: http://www.jltgroup.com/group/careers/
The vacancy reference number is IRC13645, closing date is 31st July 2011. If you have any queries regarding the online application process please
contact MyHR on 0845 618 9664.
JLT Pension Capital Strategies. A trading name of Pension Capital Strategies Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
A member of the Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group. Registered Office: 6 Crutched Friars, London EC3N 2PH.

UK I Europe I Asia Pacific

Senior Consultant, Actuarial
Melbourne, Australia
This position will support the growth of the Russell Investments
Australian Actuarial practice and execute plans that will result in
strengthening our position as a thought leader and premier
specialist actuarial advice provider in the superannuation
(pensions) industry in Australia.
This role will be responsible for day to day delivery of actuarial
and consulting services for a range of clients.
We are currently considering applications from experienced
consultants with a background in Pensions/ Superannuation
who would be keen to relocate to Melbourne, Australia.
This is an opportunity for you to expand your expertise and gain
international experience in an innovative market. We will
consider part-supporting relocation and visa requirements to
successful UK based applicants and offer a competitive market
rate compensation package.
Russell Investments has been present within the Australian
market for 25 years and globally for 75. Our Sydney and
Melbourne based Actuarial team is a major provider of actuarial
services to complex defined benefit superannuation schemes,
including major public sector schemes and is actuary to 8 of the
10 largest corporate schemes in Australia.
To apply for this position or for further details please contact
Nathan John, Talent Acquisition Manager for EMEA & Asia
Pac at njohn@russell.com

R_MISC_HRAdvert_v1d1_1106
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“...one of the best recruitment and
search firms I have worked with...”

HR Manager, Amlin
Rob Bulpitt,
Head of Actuarial, Insurance
& Pensions Risk Management
Tel +44 (0)20 7092 3237
rob.bulpitt@eamesconsulting.com

Dennis Ball,
Senior Consultant
Tel +44 (0)20 7092 3286
dennis.ball@eamesconsulting.com

Rupert Rickard,
Managing Consultant
Tel +44 (0)20 7092 3219
rupert.rickard@eamesconsulting.com

Mansi Koshy,
Senior Consultant
Tel +44 (0)20 7092 3283
mansi.koshy@eamesconsulting.com

Zoe Campbell,
Senior Consultant
Tel +44 (0)20 7092 3208
zoe.campbell@eamesconsulting.com

Alistair Allan,
Senior Consultant
Tel +44 (0)20 7092 3262
alistair.allan@eamesconsulting.com

www.jobs.the-actuary.org.uk

Latest jobs from The Actuary are now on Twitter http://twitter.com/TheActuaryJobs

Actuarial roles — Edinburgh and Dublin
We’re growing our team — and we want you to be a part of it.

Shape
the future
Help us grow our
Actuarial team

This is an outstanding opportunity for you to join a leading-edge
team. Here at AEGON, we offer something unique: we’re a global,
people-focused organisation that values your work-life balance.
We’re interested in speaking with candidates who have drive and
ambition at all levels: part-qualified, nearly/newly qualified and
experienced actuaries that have a background in life insurance.
In return, we’re offering the chance to develop your career and reach
your potential with us, working in one of our teams which cover:
n

Modelling

n

Pricing

n

Capital Management

n

Financial Reporting

To apply now or to find out more about our company and our
future strategy, go to aegon.co.uk/careers

AEGON UK plc, registered office: 6 Devonshire Square, London EC2M 4YE. Registered in England (No. 3679296). An AEGON company. www.aegon.co.uk

June 2011

Financial Lines Pricing Actuary, London
circa £150k + Bonus + Benefits
This is a great opportunity to work for a leading international
insurer/reinsurer. This is a newly created role that involves
working closely with the Product Heads and Senior
Underwriters, hence you will be seen as the key contact
person for all Financial Lines pricing concerns internationally.
You will be expected to work with considerable autonomy,
and manage one actuarial student supporting your work.
This role will include responsibility for outward reinsurance.
Hence, you will meet with external reinsurers and brokers
as well as senior management internally, including
reporting to the Group CEO.
Given the seniority and high level business exposure of this
role, excellent communication skills are a pre-requisite.
Some international travel may be required occasionally
(largely across Europe) to present portfolio reviews.
To be considered for this role, please email your CV to
parvinder@newtonrecruitment.com alternatively please call
for an initial confidential discussion.

Parvinder Matharu
Newton Recruitment
t +44(0)1689 862937
e parvinder@newtonrecruitment.com
w www.newtonrecruitment.com
Contact

www.jobs.the-actuary.org.uk
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VACANCY FOR SOLVENCY II EXPERTS
SENIOR SPECIALIST
SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT & MANAGEMENT (SAM) BUSINESS UNIT
Purpose of the Job:
To advise on and manage activities pertaining to SAM regulatory proposals and implementation. SAM is the South African equivalent of Solvency II, which
will be implemented in 2014.
The Financial Services Board (FSB) of South Africa is seeking Solvency II experts to advise on and manage activities pertaining to SAM regulatory proposals
and implementation.
The person appointed to this position will report to the Head: SAM Business Unit.
Requirements:
A qualified Actuary with at least 3-5 years experience in insurance solvency related issues, particularly experience of Solvency II implementation.
Key Performance Areas (KPA’s):
•
Contribute to the FSB’s decision making process on SAM proposals;
•
Contribute to the process of considering comments received on SAM task group proposals;
•
Provide technical input on FSB positions on the issues identified in the proposals through the FSB’s SAM Internal Task Team;
•
Conduct SAM quantitative impact study (QIS) analysis;
•
Contribute to the SAM Internal model approval process;
•
Contribute to engagement with insurers on SAM implementation efforts; and
•
Facilitate information transfer to “business as usual” processes.
Key Competencies:
The candidate must demonstrate the following skills: Advanced leadership and management; ability to analyse problems; research; communication;
report writing and project management.
Interested candidates should forward their CV’s for the attention Ms. Keabetswe Koffman at e-mail address: recruitment@fsb.co.za by no later than 29 July 2011.
FSB is committed towards increasing the representation of marginalised groups in line with its Employment Equity Plan. Persons with disabilities are
encouraged to apply.
Please note that correspondence and communication will only be conducted with short listed candidates and that the FSB reserves the right not to appoint
if a suitable candidate is not identified.

Enquiries regarding the post should be made with Mr Jonathan Dixon at jonathand@fsb.co.za.

Financial Reporting Actuary, West London
circa £90k to £110k + bonus + benefits
This is a great opportunity to work for a leading Fortune 500
global company. Candidates from either a life or non-life
background will be considered.
In this role you will get involved in a number of different areas,
which include:
• The FSA Reporting Process and managing relationships with
auditors for the business.
• The Internal Quarterly Financial Reporting process.
• The Reserve Development for the business pre-Solvency II.
• Assisting in developing the Solvency II model strategy.
• USGAAP Reserve process and attestation framework.
• IFRS Phase 2 actuarial program.
• Advising on Investment Strategy and Asset/Liability matching.
• Assist the Solvency II Actuary in the Internal Model
Application Process (IMAP).
• Assist in managing the relationship with the FSA for IMAP
and ongoing ICA.
• Assist in the development of Solvency II partial models and
development of actuarial modelling framework for Solvency II.
• Supervise Actuarial Staff and work with external Actuarial
Consultants where required.

Parvinder Matharu
Newton Recruitment
t +44(0)1689 862937
e parvinder@newtonrecruitment.com
w www.newtonrecruitment.com
Contact
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High Finance Group
Specialist Recruiters

Group Chief Actuary

High Finance Group is a specialist consultancy, providing Finance, Actuarial, Audit, Risk
Management, Compliance and IT Recruitment solutions to major Insurers and Asset Managers,
professional services firms and SMEs. We aim to provide a market leading recruitment service,
bridging the gap between large agencies and executive search.

General

Syndicate Actuary

General

£120k - £180k + Bonus + Benefits
London

£80k - £100k + Bonus + Benefits
London

After an aggressive growth strategy this General Insurance firm is
looking for a Chief Actuary to oversee the Group function. This person
should have the gravitas to liaise with Board members whilst running
a successful Actuarial team. To find out more please contact William
on 0207 337 8826

This expanding and well regarded Lloyd’s syndicate is looking for a
qualified Actuary to work closely with the Chief Actuary. The right
person will help manage the junior staff working across pricing,
reserving and capital modelling. The right candidate should have a
confident personality and be looking for managerial exposure.
WG40290

General

Actuarial Manager

Capital Modelling Actuary

General

£85k - £115k Basic
London

Up to £50k Basic
London

World renowned Insurer is looking for an experienced Actuary to
manage the pricing and capital team. With scope to grow the team
significantly this is an exciting opportunity to make your mark on the
team. To be considered you should have pricing and / or capital
experience with excellent communication skills. WG 4019

This well known Lloyd’s managing agent is looking for an
outstanding candidate to join the capital modelling team ahead of
Solvency 2 implementation. The client will consider candidates
without capital modelling experience who are looking to break into
the area. You will receive first class support and training and work
alongside a well known team in the market. JK1894

Specialist Reserving Actuary

General

Insurance Risk Actuary

Life

£Market Rate
London

£120k - £150k + Bonus + Benefits
London

This young and dynamic Actuarial team is seeking a candidate with
General Insurance reserving experience to join them in preparation
for Solvency 2. The role has specifically been given fluid boundaries
for the candidate to be able to mould the role around their interests
and abilities. The ideal candidate will have an excellent academic
record and previous relevant Actuarial work experience. JK1297

Following the recent CRO appointment the client is looking to
strengthen their Risk function with the appointment of a high profile
actuary into the team. The candidate will have a broad range of
experience and the gravitas to represent Risk at Board level.
Insurance Risk is recognised is a highly technical area and requires
articulation across different areas of the organisation. Ref MD Search

Reinsurance Pricing Actuary

Consultancy up to Partnership

Europe
Life

Europe

Starting at £50k + Bonus + Benefits
Zurich, Switzerland

Over Euros 150k
All Europe

In this role you will, as part of the reinsurance analytics team,
perform pricing of assumed and ceded reinsurance programs as well
as allocating ceded premium. You will provide pricing for internal and
external global reinsurance treaties for property, speciality
engineering, motor, casualty, marine or personal accident. The
working language is English, you must have an Actuarial degree and
be open to international opportunities. DB8549

One of the most recognised and dynamic consultancies is looking to
expand strongly in European markets, specifically Switzerland,
Germany, The Netherlands and Spain. We offer partnership
opportunities for the right candidates, who are able to demonstrate a
successful track record and strong local market knowledge. If you are
looking for a challenge and have strong technical and negotitaion
skills, please contact our Europe desk. DB8546

Corporate Advisory

Pensions Consultant

Pensions

Pensions

£35k - £80k + Bonus + Benefits
London

£35k - £65k + Bonus + Benefits
UK Wide

Broaden your experience across the financial services market. This
leading global consultancy is seeking proactive and innovative
part-qualified and experienced Actuaries to join their Corporate
advisory team. Working in a wider, commercial context, you will
utilise your strong technical background working on a variety of
projects that are likely to incorporate M&A, business strategy and
tax issues. MW7652

Are you looking for a varied role with increased responsibility and
client exposure? Our client is seeking part-qualified and qualified
pensions actuaries to work on an exceptional range of Trustee and
Corporate clients. Providing support to senior consultants, you will
assist on a variety of projects including bespoke de-risking and
investment related assignments whilst and benefitting from
accelerated career progression. MW7746

General
William Gallimore: 020 7337 8826
James Kitt: 020 7337 1202

william@highfinancegroup.co.uk
james@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Pensions

Contract

Miranda Wilkinson: 020 7337 8815
miranda@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Rupa Pithiya: 020 7337 1200
rupa@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Actuarial | Finance | Governance | IT | Insurance | Solvency II

020 7337 8800

actuarial@highfinancegroup.co.uk

www.highfinancegroup.co.uk
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More jobs online at www.theactuaryjobs.com

DEVELOPING
ORGANISATIONS
DELIVERING RESULTS
Head of Corporate Development, London
To £110,000 + benefits

Group Reinsurance Actuary, London
£70-90,000 + car allowance + benefits

Working for this global insurer you will play a key role
and report directly to the group strategy director. You will
develop suitable acquisitions, divestitures and strategies,
with a view to support the overall group’s objectives.
Successfully executing M&A activity, you will define,
challenge and articulate the business case to present to
the group’s leadership team. You will also prepare group
strategy papers for the board on arising issues. As a
qualified actuary, you will have corporate development
and M&A experience, ideally in a large financial services
company. A successful track record in commercial ventures
and major acquisitions is essential. Ref: 1422952
kevin.smith@hays.com or 020 7481 9984

An exiting opportunity has arisen for an experienced
actuary to support the implementation of the reinsurance
throughout the group in both general insurance and life
business units. Reporting to the head actuary, you will
build a technical reinsurance team with the capability to
analyse economic and other benefits of these programmes
throughout the group. You will provide a full range of
support including pricing, reserving and capital modelling.
Ideally, you will be a qualified actuary or near exam
completion.
Ref: 1394577
steven.sangha@hays.com or 020 7481 9984

Manager/Senior Manager – ERM, London
£60-95,000 + car allowance + benefits

Senior Pricing Actuary – Casualty,
Property & Financial Lines, London
£100-150,000 + corporate benefits

An excellent opportunity has arisen for an experienced life
actuary to support the implementation and delivery of this
company’s European risk strategy. Reporting to the head of
ERM, as part of the recently restructured risk function, you
will provide second-line support and challenge the first-line
financial and actuarial functions, as well as provide technical
support and guidance to the local markets. No previous
ERM experience is required, although knowledge of ERM
principles and practice would be advantageous. Ref: 1393110
kevin.smith@hays.com or 020 7481 9984

Reporting directly to the European group chief actuary and
working closely with a matrix reporting line to the respective
overseas general product heads, it is anticipated that you
will also be a member of the respective global actuarial
product boards. With previous experience in financial lines
you will be heavily involved in the placement of outward
reinsurance programmes and your role will be to liaise with
the brokers and external partners.
Ref: 1395275
steven.sangha@hays.com or 020 7481 9984

For further information or to apply for any of these
vacancies, visit hays.co.uk and enter the relevant job
reference number.

hays.co.uk
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Actual Search
SEEKING THE

London

020 8420 1818

E:

jobs@actualsearch.co.uk

W: www.actualsearch.co.uk

EXCEPTIONAL

Pensions – Move into Investment

T:

Learn London Market Pricing

£40-95K + bonus + bens

London

£45-65K

Superb opportunity for part & qual actuaries with pensions or investment

Chance to break into the London market. This challenging casualty lines role

experience to join successful investment consultancy. New challenge, terrific

involves price modelling with individual & bulk risks as well as liaising with

variety & chance to excel in small, dynamic, proactive team. Help manage a

reserving & capital teams. Work directly with underwriters & help with key rate

portfolio of clients, deliver investment solutions & ALM/Quant work. Ref:1601

setting decisions. Any GI exp considered provided all CTs cleared. Ref:1607

Financial / Capital Modelling – Non Life

Pensions, Pensions, Pensions

East Anglia / London

London

£30-90K+

£40-70K

Key role working on risk, capital, financial modelling or Solvency 2 projects.

Doing just valuations, checking & PPF levies? You’re in the wrong place!!

Join a world leading consultancy where you’ll design cutting edge solutions

Expand your pensions skills set, model assets & liabilities, meet & help advise

utilising your creative & analytical skills. Ideal for part qual non-life actuaries/

corporate & trustee clients with pension & investment related issues including

analysts with 2yrs+ exp. in financial modelling, reserving, pricing or risk.

derivatives & hedging solutions. Roles at p/q & newly qual levels. Ref:1608

Ref:1602

Tech Marketing Mgr – move to life/protection

Different Life role – Solvency & Valuation

London

London

to £80K

pckge up to £90K

Newly created role at leading life & protection business. Become expert in

This new life & pensions insurer helps clients manage pension scheme risk by

their products, undertake R&D & promote differentiating features to brokers &

tailoring alternative solutions. Expansion has created a role in their life FR &

sales teams. Exciting opportunity for a life, health or pensions actuary (part or

solvency team. You’ll coordinate economic capital results & play a key role in

qualified) with a combination of technical, analytical & presentation skills.

developing their actuarial systems. Life or pensions exp needed. Ref:1609

Ref: 1603

Non Life Pricing Analyst & Actuary
London / Home counties

Non Technical Beach Life
£35-70K

Channel Islands

£75-100K + exc bens

Leading Lloyds insurer seeks a pq pricing actuary to carry out technical

Varied & challenging role with niche life & pensions market leader. Liaise with

pricing, modelling & oversee analysis. Engage with other business units, get

directors & advisors in areas like product design & literature, pricing,

involved in cross-team projects & help drive growth & profitability. Join an

valuations & solvency. This key non technical role would suit an exp p/q or

expanding business with great product range & strong customer ethos.

qual life actuary seeking an influential position. Relocation offered. Ref:1610

Ref:1604

Change Actuarial Sector
UK Wide

New Pricing & New Managing
£30-55K neg

London

£60-110K

Want to transfer from Pensions to Investment Consulting, Risk, Non-Life or

Due to expansion a new division of this world leading property, casualty &

Life Insurance? Opportunities to change sectors exist for ambitious part qual

general insurer needs a pricing actuary & a pricing manager. These

& qualified actuaries. For further information, please send your CV and we will

autonomous roles are ground floor opportunities giving you the chance to build

contact you in strictest confidence to discuss your options. Ref:1605

the sector & formulate policy. Exp more important than exams. Ref:1611

International Risk & Pricing

Lloyds Reserving Students

London / Europe

c£40-85K

London

£Excellent

Leading international specialist in lifestyle protection seek a part or qual.

GI personal lines students this is your chance to join the London market. Small,

pricing actuary to join their European team. Perfect opportunity to be based in

dynamic team in niche global insurer & reinsurer needs reserving analyst to

Ireland, Germany, France or UK if you’re working in the Life/Non-Life industry.

oversee reserves, liaise with capital actuary & help with solvency regs. Exam

You should have impressive academic credentials & an existing grounding in

progress not essential. Min 18 months reserving exp. Ref:1612

pricing/underwriting roles. European langs adv. Ref:1606

To apply for any of these vacancies please phone 020 8420 1818, and speak to Peter or Norma
or apply online at www.actualsearch.co.uk or email jobs@actualsearch.co.uk.

w w w. a c t u a l s e a r c h . c o . u k

jobs@actualsearch.co.uk

The Actuarial Recruitment Company

Financial Risk Manager
London

Life
£Significant + Benefits

Actuarial Analyst
SW

Life
£Attractive

This is an enterprise wide role for a qualified actuary with a major
corporate insurer. You will manage the market risk exposure at Group
level and interact with relevant business units. The mandate includes
the investment unit. You will be a confident actuary, capable of dealing
at very senior levels of management and implementing new strategic
risk frameworks. Ref: ARC25420

Good opportunities exist for actuarial students to join this large life
insurer and gain broad actuarial experience across a wide range of
actuarial disciplines, including Solvency II implementation work and
product development. Candidates should be making progress with
the actuarial exams and ideally have some existing life or pensions
sector experience preferably with good IT skills and some exposure
to life actuarial modelling software. Ref: ARC25221

Actuary
South

Product Actuary
Midlands

Life
to £100K plus Benefits

Life
to £85K + Benefits

This senior qualified life role represents an opportunity to develop
industry wide experience in risk management, capital management
and business development playing a key role in the S2 programme.
You should be a confident communicator, with the ability to challenge
views at senior levels, as well as having a deep understanding of the
life financial services environment. Ref: ARC25422

Our client is looking for an experienced life actuary with up to 5
years experience post qualification to work within the product
development team. The role will include liaison with providers,
profitability analysis, product design, interaction with the marketing
function and managing a product line team. The successful candidate
will have relevant experience gained within the life sector and be an
excellent communicator and confident team leader. Ref: ARC24921

Life Actuarial Analyst
Midlands

Actuary
London

Life
to £45K + Benefits

Life
to £85K + Benefits

If you have life or pensions experience and / or good actuarial IT
skills, this role with a large life office offers an opportunity to gain
experience across a broad client product set and develop strong
actuarial business and modelling techniques. Good candidates who
no longer wish to pursue qualification will also be considered and
will have the potential to develop their career through managing small
teams within the business. Ref: ARC21480

This role with a large insurer will suit a life actuary who is nearly or
recently qualified and who is also looking to develop their career
with management experience. You will work to Senior Exec level,
providing advice and recommendations on aspects of the business,
including Solvency II, capital planning, and manage a team of actuarial
students. Ref: ARC25423

Pricing Actuary
London

Life
to £75K + benefits

Move Into General Insurance Life/Pensions to Non Life
London
£Competitive + Benefits

This is an excellent opportunity for a nearly or recently qualified
actuary to join the life side of a leading global reinsurer. You will be
responsible for pricing aspects of the life product side of the business,
including research and proposition review. The successful candidate
will be able to think creatively, and be comfortable in dealing at senior
levels within the organisation. Ref: ARC25424

We would like to hear from part qualified actuaries in life and pensions
sectors who are interested in moving into the non-life sector. There
are a number of current opportunities with consultancies, large nonlife insurers and smaller London syndicates in the areas of reserving,
pricing and capital modelling. Strong interpersonal skills and good
IT experience an advantage. Please contact Chris Cannon for details.
Ref: ARCGI

Call us anytime including evenings and weekends on 020 7717 9705 or
email enquiries@the-arc.co.uk

A fresh approach
www.the-arc.co.uk

Global opportunities and trusted advice from experienced actuaries

General Insurance
Circa £125K

Casualty Actuary
London

General Insurance
Circa £85K

Focused on the Specialty Lines underwritten by a global (re)insurance
group, the position will have the responsibility for managing a team of
two and will report into the Chief Pricing Actuary. The position will involve
a large amount of interaction with senior management, responsibility
for the implementation of pricing methodologies, validation of rating
models, profit tracking, business planning and support for wider
strategies across the business. Ref: ARC25400

This mixed pricing and reserving position will provide actuarial support
across a number of casualty product lines. Working for this major London
Market business the role will have significant career potential within
the operations in London as well as abroad. A proactive individual is
required with very strong interpersonal skills and good technical ability.
Ref: ARC 25383

Number 2 Actuary
London

Head of Capital
London

General Insurance
Salary £70 – 90K

General Insurance
To £135K plus good benefits

The role is supporting the Company Actuary and will suit someone who
relishes working on a wide variety of actuarial projects. The work will
include involvement in long term business planning and reserving for
business performance reporting; assisting with product development
and underwriting/pricing; identifying risk mitigation initiatives and
advising on reinsurance purchase strategy and tactics. It is a friendly and
professional working environment. Ref: ARC22920

This specialist Lloyd’s (re)insurer is looking for an experienced actuary
to take responsibility for the Group Capital Modelling and Solvency
II initiatives from an actuarial perspective. The position reports into
the Group Chief Actuary, who is London based. Capital modelling
experience is essential, as is a strong familiarity with Solvency II.
Lloyd’s/London market experience would be an advantage but is not
essential. Ref: ARC25401

Number 2 Actuary
General Insurance
South East
Six figure base, good bonus potential

RI Actuarial Analyst
London

This medium sized commercial lines company is looking for an actuary
with experience of domestic commercial or personal lines. This is a senior
position working within a small team and as such will have a significant
amount of variety day to day and interaction with the senior management.
The company is located a short commute out of London and may suit
someone wishing to relocate out of London to a nice area. First class
management and communication skills will be needed. Ref: ARC22921

This varied role is within the small actuarial team of a large international
reinsurance group. The role will have exposure to pricing, reserving,
capital, cat modelling, business planning, MI and monitoring of
portfolio performance. Ideally candidates will have previous reserving
experience and/or pricing from a company or consulting background.
Ref: ARC25381

Reinsurance Analyst
London

Contractors
London

General Insurance
Circa £65K

Work for the head of reinsurance pricing of this London Market company,
this position for a senior student or nearly qualified actuary will have
responsibility across the international casualty book of business. The role will
involve case pricing of business as well as development and maintenance
of pricing tools. Close interaction with underwriters and management of
workflows will be expected. Previous general insurance experience will be
needed but not necessarily from a pricing background. Ref: ARC25341

GI
Life, Pensions, Investment and Graduate
All other enquiries

General Insurance
Circa £60K

General Insurance
£500 - £1,200 per day

New contract roles are coming through constantly and we
currently have positions from 3mth to 12mths in all areas of the
capital, pricing and reserving. Ref: ARCContractors

Andy Clark BSc FIA
Chris Cannon BA
Roger Massey BSc MBA FIA

0781 333 7891
0771 122 8449
0781 398 9016

andy@the-arc.co.uk
chris@the-arc.co.uk
roger@the-arc.co.uk

The Actuarial Recruitment Company is an employment agency

Senior Pricing Actuary
London

Life Insurance - UK
Financial Reporting Executive
London

Clare Nash
£110,000 + Bonus + Bens

Market Risk Actuary
London

Patrick Flanagan
£90,000 + Bonus + Bens

My client, a global player, seeks a well qualified actuary to lead and develop
a high profile team. You will be responsible for the delivery of Financial and
Statutory Reporting while acting as a liaison to both Solvency II and Group
Projects teams. Corporate background desirable.

A niche City based organisation is looking to strengthen their financial risk
management team. With exposure to Solvency II implementation, ALM and
Economic Analysis, this varied role requires an analytical thinker who thrives
on project based work within a team environment.

Insurance Specialist

Life Actuaries

London

Harriet Hall
£90,000 + Bonus + Bens

South West

Patrick Flanagan
£90,000 + Bonus + Bens

One of the world’s leading financial organisations seeks a life actuary to
undertake a client facing role within their European insurance team. Strong
communications skills and a demonstrated knowledge of the financial
markets are essential. Part qualified actuaries also considered.

Are you tired of the monotony and repetitiveness of your role? Do you want
to feel part of a team on an interesting journey where change and
improvement is the norm? I am working on a wide range of actuarial
opportunities for one of the most exciting and ambitious Insurers in the UK.

Life Investments Actuary
London

Approaching Qualification?

Harriet Hall
£80,000 + Bonus + Bens

UK Wide

Patrick Flanagan
£75,000 + Bonus + Bens

Are you currently looking to gain exposure in the investments market? A
market leading insurance organisation is looking for an actuary to work
across investment management, hedging strategies, ALM and market risk.
There is some scope to shape the role around the individual.

Exams results imminent and thinking of your next move? I am currently
working on an unprecedented number of assignments in Life Insurers,
Reinsurers, Consultancies, Credit Rating Agencies, Regulators, Investment
firms or the niche buyout firms. Apply now for consideration.

Corporate Analyst
London

Senior Actuarial Trainee

Clare Nash
£70,000 + Bonus + Bens

Are you a senior student on the cusp of qualification? A leading specialist life
insurer seeks a self-motivated and ambitious actuary to join their active
team to work across multiple lines of business. An excellent opportunity to
develop your core actuarial skill set.

Scotland

David Parker
£45,000 + Bonus + Bens

A market leading organisation is looking for an actuarial student to join their
rapidly expanding team. You will have ideally passed the CT series of exams
and be able to demonstrate strong communicative skills. A lucrative position
offering exposure to cutting edge Solvency II projects.

Ireland, Continental Europe & Asia
Senior Reporting Actuary
Emma Gilbert
Zürich, Switzerland
CHF140,000 + Bonus + Bens

Senior Actuaries
Phu Le-Ngoc
Germany or Switzerland £Competitive + Bonus + Bens

Have you ever considered an international career? This role oversees a global
insurance firm and IFRS - you will get exposure to current market
developments and liaise with international actuarial teams. German skills
are not necessary, client-facing skills are essential.

Various Group Headquarters are looking for qualified senior actuaries, who
can act as a deputy and provide leadership for junior actuaries. Group
projects will deal with MCEV, SST or Solvency II, ALM. Travelling into local
entities requires international experience.

Solvency II Analyst
Dublin

Profitability & Pricing Actuary
Julien Fabius
Brussels
€65,000 + Bonus + Bens

Clare Nash
€70,000 + Bonus + Bens

Have you considered working in Ireland? A leading global insurer seeks a
qualified actuary for a senior position at their Dublin base. Working across
various policies and projects within Solvency II you will have a proven ability
to handle complex issues and achieve the highest results.

Market leading Life insurer seeks a pricing actuary to enable the further
growth of the organisation. You will follow the pricing of the product
portfolio by conducting studies and making feedback to the existing tariffs
by proactively advising the business on the pricing parameters.

International
Clare Nash
+353 (0)1 685 2413
clare.nash@ojassociates.com
Julien Fabius
+32 2-88 860 51
julien.fabius@ojassociates.com
0207 649 9466
Emma Gilbert
+41 (0)43 508 0509
emma.gilbert@ojassociates.com
0207 310 8782
Phu Le Ngoc
+49 (0)89 2206 1068
phu.le-ngoc@ojassociates.com
0207 310 8643

Asian Opportunities - Life / GI / Investments
Jonny Plews
jp@ojassociates.com

+44 (0)207 649 9467

www.ojassociates.com

Actuarial
A
t i lC
Contract
t t - Lif
Life IInsurance
Solvency II Actuary
Midlands - 6 Months

Rob Bentham

Group Capital Actuary

Gary Rushton

£1300/day

South East - 12 Months

£1200/day

Actuary required to lead Solvency II Programme from a technical regulatory
perspective and act as in-house expert on emerging Solvency II regulation.

Part/fully qualified actuaries required to assist the group capital team across
financial restructuring, capital efficiency, Part VII and future M&A activity.

Capital Development Workstream Lead

Peak 2 Actuary

South West - 12 Months

Gary Rushton
£1200/day

Rob Bentham

South East - 6 Months

£1100/day

An outstanding opportunity for an experienced actuary to lead the capital
development team within a leading life insurer’s Solvency II programme.

You will help to design, develop and document the actuarial valuation
process for life business executed by the group.

ORSA Specialist

Solvency II Methodology Actuary

Rob Bentham

London - 6 Months

£1100/day

Ik Onyiah

Edinburgh/Bristol/Basingstoke - 6 Months

£1100/day

Carry out actuarial work on ORSA and Economic Gain metrics and acting as
support to the HOF Solvency II Embedded use from a content perspective.

The successful candidate will develop and propose methodology for
Solvency II technical provision and capital calculations.

Interim Actuary

Ik Onyiah

Change Actuary

Midlands - 6 Months

£900/day

South East - 6 Months

Gary Rushton
£850/day

This role will work specifically within the Solvency II Internal Model Development Team supporting the Pillar 1 Workstream.

Part/fully qualified actuary required to deliver changes to the financial
reporting processes & systems to support change project implementation.

Solvency II Technical Author

Ik Onyiah

Actuarial Modeller

Edinburgh - 6 Months

£850/day

Midlands - 6 Months

Rob Bentham
£800/day

Technical Author in Modelling Methods workstream required to produce
high quality, technically complex modelling methodology documents.

To provide market leading modelling expertise with a strong stakeholder
focus to the design and implementation of the new actuarial systems.

Prophet Developers

Actuarial Analyst - With Profits

Ik Onyiah

South West - 6 Months

£750/day

Gary Rushton

South East - 6 Months

£800/day

My client is currently looking for a number of experienced Prophet developers with either stochastic or deterministic modelling experience.

Required to implement changes to key with-profit final bonus and MVR rate
setting models that allow desired management actions to be achieved.

Actuarial Contract - General Insurance
SII Technical Workstream Expert
London - 6 Months

Stewart Cherry
£1000/day

Igloo Actuary
London - 6 Months

Stewart Cherry
£900/day

Solvency II technical workstream expert required; you will work with our
client’s team on Solvency II documentation.

London Market insurer seeks an Igloo modeling actuary for a 6 month
contract. The role will focus on the internal model development for SII.

Actuary – Market Reserving & Capital

Stewart Cherry

Reserving Actuary

Stewart Cherry

£900/day

London - 6 Months

£800/day

London - 6 Months

To provide actuarial support and input to the process of running the benchmarking model for use in partner reviews, & in new partner capitalisation.

Working on the Solvency II program and associated projects, and supporting any requirements of the integration projects.

Risk Management Actuary

Stewart Cherry

Actuarial Assistant

Stewart Cherry

£800/day

London - 6 Months

£500/day

London - 6 Months

The successful candidate will be responsible for the management and
delivery of individual risk projects within our client’s business.

To provide support to the actuaries in our client’s actuarial department in
delivering the reserving, pricing, planning and management information.

Contact
Gary Rushton
gary.rushton@ojassociates.com
Ik Onyiah
ik.onyiah@ojassociates.com

Contact
Stewart Cherry
stewart.cherry@ojassociates.com
Rob Bentham
rob.bentham@ojassociates.com

0207 310 8793
0207 310 8785

0207 310 8651
0207 649 9351
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Globalopportunities

Industryinsight

Worldwidecontacts
Runby actuariesforactuaries
London
uk@acumen-resources.com
Tel +44 20 3189 2900

Dublin
ireland@acumen-resources.com
Tel +353 1 6099 400

Sydney
australia@acumen-resources.com
Tel +61 2 9262 1612

Hong Kong
asiapacific@acumen-resources.com
Tel +852 3051 9920

